Enjoy the outdoors.

Family and friends. Spending good times together. Celebrating special moments. These are the important things in life. Doing them outdoors can make them even sweeter. As a family owned company since our start in 2001, Gensun’s focus is making sure life’s special moments outdoors are enjoyed with products that are beautiful, comfortable and durable. Our family takes great pride in producing outdoor furniture and kitchens that will stand the test of time.

We know that after a hard day you want to sit back and enjoy the quality of life. We work hard to make sure that you sit back and also enjoy the quality of the furniture in your life!
DESIGN
All Gensun products are designed using our dedicated development team at the factory. Our team of talented designers and engineers are involved in the product from concept through final production making sure it achieves the design aspirations, comfort and durability. The team will often work with Achella Design, an outside design company, that specializes in furniture design. Chris Panichella and his team have designed numerous collections for Gensun over the years.

CRAFTSMANSHIP
Gensun prides itself on producing high quality and high value furniture. This is accomplished with another group of talented people – our production team. Most of these employees have been with Gensun from the beginning. Their knowledge and skill can be seen in the rich detail of the final product. All of our products are made by hand and not mass produced. Great care and hard work go into every piece of furniture making sure the product is built with quality in mind at every step.

MATERIAL
The materials used in producing a product are just as critical as the craftsmanship. When a high-quality product is the final goal, you must start with high-quality materials. Gensun uses cast aluminum alloy 356, T5 and T6 temper aluminum extrusions along with paint, fabrics and outdoor wicker that meet or exceed industry standards for fading, wear and withstanding the outdoor elements.

SERVICE
The final group of people Gensun is proud to have as employees is the customer service team. This specialized team, considered the best in the industry, makes sure all the steps after production are done right. And if you ever need help they are on the other end of the phone – not a machine.

ENJOYMENT
The end result our dedicated team strives to achieve is the complete satisfaction of our customers and the enjoyment of living life outdoors with family and friends.
Unwind in the most luxurious of outdoor spaces with the Bel Air collection. This collection captures the graceful elegance and comfort of the finest furniture and combines it with meticulous craftsmanship and versatility. When a space is furnished with pieces from the Bel Air collection, it brings the best lounging, entertaining and beauty for years.
PHOTOS COUNTERWISE FROM TOP LEFT: SLING HIGH BACK DINING CHAIRS & SLING HIGH BACK SWIVEL ROCKERS Finish: Shade; Fabric: Rachelle Teak* GRAND TERRACE 42" X 86" OVAL DINING TABLE Finish: Shade.

WOVEN HIGH BACK DINING CHAIRS & WOVEN HIGH BACK SWIVEL ROCKERS Finish: Midnight Gold; Woven: Chestnut GRAND TERRACE 42" X 72" RECT. DINING TABLE Finish: Midnight Gold.

DETAIL PHOTO Finish: Shade; Woven: Ash.

WOVEN HIGH BACK SWIVEL ROCKING LOUNGE CHAIRS Finish: Shade; Woven: Ash; Pillows: Etched Scroll Dune* MADRID II 54" ROUND CASUAL HEIGHT FIRE TABLE Finish: Onyx with Shade top.

*Fabrics no longer supported.
BEL AIR

CHASSE LOUNGE
FRAME: 10990009
CUSHION: GCGT1ALC
W:30 D:79.6 H:44.5
SH:17 AH:21

LEFT ARM LOUNGE CHAIR
FRAME: 10990026
CUSHION: GCGT1ALC
W:27 D:34.5 H:38
SH:19 AH:24

ABMLESS LOUNGE CHAIR
FRAME: 10990028
CUSHION: GCGT1ALC
W:28.5 D:34.5 H:38
SH:19 AH:24

RIGHT ARM LOUNGE CHAIR
FRAME: 10990027
CUSHION: GCGT1ALC
W:27 D:34.5 H:38
SH:19 AH:24

3-BACK CORNER CHAIR
FRAME: 10990030
CUSHION: GCGT1ALC
W:74.5 D:38.5 H:38
SH:19 AH:24

SECTIONAL OTTOMAN
FRAME: 10990025
CUSHION: GCGT1ALC
W:30 D:26 H:19 SH:19

HIGH BACK SWIVEL ROCKER
SLING: 50990011
PADDED SLING: 61990011
W:24.5 D:29 H:44
SH:18/20 AH:26

HIGH BACK SWIVEL ROCKER
SLING: 50990001
PADDED SLING: 61990001
W:24.5 D:29 H:44
SH:18/20 AH:26

HIGH BACK SWIVEL ROCKER
SLING: 50990011
PADDED SLING: 61990011
W:24.5 D:29 H:44
SH:18/20 AH:26

SWIVEL BALCONY STOOL
SLING: 50990058
PADDED SLING: 61990058
W:26 D:28 H:45.5
SH:26/27 AH:33

SWIVEL BALCONY STOOL
SLING: 50990006
PADDED SLING: 61990006
W:26 D:28 H:45.5
SH:26/27 AH:33

SWIVEL ROCKING BALCONY STOOL
SLING: 50990036
PADDED SLING: 61990036
W:26 D:28.5 H:45.5
SH:26/27 AH:33

HIGH BACK SWIVEL
ROCKING LOUNGE CHAIR
SLING: 50990024
PADDED SLING: 61990024
W:29 D:29.5 H:43
SH:18/20 AH:25.5

RECLINING CHAIR
SLING: 50990016
PADDED SLING: 61990016
W:29 D:31 H:47.5
SH:17/19 AH:24.5

RECLINING CHAIR
SLING: 50990024
PADDED SLING: 61990024
W:29 D:29.5 H:43
SH:18/20 AH:25.5

SWIVEL BAR STOOL
SLING: 50990007
PADDED SLING: 61990007
W:24.5 D:28 H:50
SH:29.5/31.5 AH:37.5

SWIVEL BAR STOOL
SLING: 50990007
PADDED SLING: 61990007
W:24.5 D:28 H:50
SH:29.5/31.5 AH:37.5

SWIVEL ROCKING BALCONY STOOL
SLING: 50990036
PADDED SLING: 61990036
W:26 D:28.5 H:45.5
SH:26/27 AH:33

SWIVEL BALCONY STOOL
SLING: 50990006
PADDED SLING: 61990006
W:26 D:28 H:45.5
SH:26/27 AH:33

SWIVEL BALCONY STOOL
SLING: 50990006
PADDED SLING: 61990006
W:26 D:28 H:45.5
SH:26/27 AH:33

SWIVEL ROCKING BALCONY STOOL
SLING: 50990036
PADDED SLING: 61990036
W:26 D:28.5 H:45.5
SH:26/27 AH:33

SWIVEL BAR STOOL
SLING: 50990007
PADDED SLING: 61990007
W:24.5 D:28 H:50
SH:29.5/31.5 AH:37.5

SWIVEL BAR STOOL
SLING: 50990007
PADDED SLING: 61990007
W:24.5 D:28 H:50
SH:29.5/31.5 AH:37.5

BEL AIR

SLING & PADDED SLING
WAREHOUSED IN

MIDNIGHT GOLD
#0

SHADE #92

+Not warehoused

MATERIAL: Cast and extruded aluminum, sling/padded sling

PADDED SLINGS: Different fabric selection available for front and back. Higher seat height (SH) shown is for padded sling.

TABLE COMPLEMENTS: Channel, Coordinate, Grand Terrace, Lattice, Madrid II, Meridian, Paradise, Regal, Talia

SLING PHOTOS: STANDARD BACK DINING CHAIR AND SWIVEL ROCKER Finish: Midnight Gold; Fabric: Baron Oak
OTHERS Finish: Onyx; Fabric: Baron Oak

GENSUN
HIGH BACK LOVESEAT GLIDER
WOVEN: 70990004
PADDED SLING: A1990004
W: 60 D: 32.5 H: 43
SH: 17.5/19.5 AH: 25

OTTOMAN
WOVEN: 61990004
PADDED SLING: A1990004
W: 27.5 D: 26.5 H: 19 SH: 17.5

CHAISE LOUNGE
WOVEN: 61990009
PADDED SLING: A1990009
W: 29.5 D: 80.5 H: 48.5
SH: 16/18 AH: 25.5

HIGH BACK SWIVEL ROCKER
WOVEN: 70990011
W: 24.5 D: 30 H: 44
SH: 18 AH: 26

SWIVEL BALCONY STOOL
WOVEN: 70990024
W: 26 D: 28 H: 44.5
SH: 24.5 AH: 33

SWIVEL ROCKING BALCONY STOOL
WOVEN: 70990006
W: 26 D: 29 H: 44.5
SH: 25.5 AH: 33

CHAISE LOUNGE
WOVEN: 71990009
W: 30 D: 84 H: 51
SH: 16 AH: 25.5

HIGH BACK SWIVEL ROCKING LOUNGE CHAIR
WOVEN: 70990007
W: 24.5 D: 28 H: 40.5
SH: 18 AH: 26

SWIVEL BAR STOOL
WOVEN: 70990007
W: 24.5 D: 28 H: 40.5
SH: 18 AH: 26

HIGH BACK SWIVEL ROCKING LOUNGE
WOVEN: 70990024
W: 26 D: 28 H: 43.5
SH: 18 AH: 25.5

RECLINING CHAIR
WOVEN: 70990015
W: 29 D: 32 H: 45.5
SH: 17 AH: 25

HIGH BACK LOVESEAT GLIDER
WOVEN: 70990004
PADDED SLING: A1990004
W: 60 D: 32.5 H: 43
SH: 17.5/19.5 AH: 25

OTTOMAN
WOVEN: 71990009
PADDED SLING: A1990009
W: 29.5 D: 80.5 H: 48.5
SH: 16/18 AH: 25.5

HIGH BACK SWIVEL ROCKER
WOVEN: 70990011
W: 24.5 D: 30 H: 44
SH: 18 AH: 26

SWIVEL BAR STOOL
WOVEN: 70990007
W: 24.5 D: 28 H: 40.5
SH: 18 AH: 26

HIGH BACK SWIVEL ROCKING LOUNGE CHAIR
WOVEN: 70990007
W: 24.5 D: 28 H: 40.5
SH: 18 AH: 26

RECLINING CHAIR
WOVEN: 70990015
W: 29 D: 32 H: 45.5
SH: 17 AH: 25

MATERIAL: Cast and extruded aluminum, woven
cotton

TABLE COMPLEMENT: Channel, Coordinate, Grand Terrace, Lattice, Madrid II, Meridian, Paradise, Segal, Talis


WOVEN WAREHOUSED IN

MIDNIGHT GOLD #60 & CHESTNUT #W11
SHADE #92 & ASH #W12

*Not warehoused
Bella Vista translates from Italian to “beautiful sight.” With that phrase in mind, Gensun designers created a collection that would make your outdoor space come to life with beauty and simple sophistication. A space created with Bella Vista will invite guests to relax, socialize and enjoy the outdoors surrounded by flawless design and meticulous craftsmanship.

BELLA VISTA

Bella Vista translates from Italian to “beautiful sight.” With that phrase in mind, Gensun designers created a collection that would make your outdoor space come to life with beauty and simple sophistication. A space created with Bella Vista will invite guests to relax, socialize and enjoy the outdoors surrounded by flawless design and meticulous craftsmanship.
WAREHOUSED IN

MATERIAL: Cast and extruded aluminum

CUSHIONS: Optional if not shown

TABLE COMPLEMENTS: Channel, Coordinate, Grand Terrace, Lattice, Madrid II, Meridian, Paradise, Regal, Talia

PHOTOS: WITHOUT CUSHIONS Finish: Onyx; WITH CUSHIONS Finish: Midnight Gold; Fabric: Cast Ash
Named after lady liberty, the Columbia collection from Gensun flawlessly combines meticulous craftsmanship and intricate design. An outdoor space furnished with these pieces creates a beautiful setting to entertain and relax. The Columbia collection is an American Dream come true.
FLORENCENot Warehoused

Material: Cast and extruded aluminum

Cushions: Optional

Table Complements: Coordinate, Fusion, Grand Terrace, Manhattan, Michigan, Modano, Paradise, Talia, Verona

Photos: Finish: Black

KD = Knock Down

Much like the birthplace of the Renaissance, the Florence collection is designed with the concepts of artistic expression and architectural decadence. Created to bring outdoor spaces to new heights of hospitality, comfort and beauty, the Florence collection will invite guests to lounge in luxury and elegance.
PHOTO PREVIOUS PAGE: DINING CHAIR Finish: Desert Bronze

PHOTOS CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: DOUBLE CHAISE LOUNGE Finish: Desert Bronze; Fabric: Brallo Moss* with Meridian Wren* welt; Pillows: Meridian Wren*, Cast Oasis 40430-0000 DINING CHAIRS Finish: Desert Bronze; Fabric: Lorenzo Loden* with Meridian Wren* welt; Pillows: Meridian Wren*, FLORENCE 48” ROUND DINING TABLE Finish: Desert Bronze

WOVEN HIGH BACK SWIVEL ROCKING LOUNGE CHAIRS & WOVEN OTTOMAN Finish: Desert Bronze; Woven: Chestnut REGAL SEATABLES Finish: Desert Bronze REGAL 38” X 56” RECT. CASUAL HEIGHT FIRE TABLE Finish: Onyx with Desert Bronze top

DETAIL PHOTOS Finish: Midnight Gold; Woven: Chestnut

*Fabrics no longer supported
SWIVEL ROCKERS
FRAME: 10230011
CUSHION: GCFL00DN
W: 23.5"  D: 27.5"  H: 38.46"
SH: 17.5"  AH: 26"  BH: 26"

SWIVEL BALCONY STOOL
FRAME: 10230006
CUSHION: GCFL00DN
W: 23"  D: 27.5"  H: 46.46"
SH: 25"  AH: 33.5"

LOUNGE CHAIR
FRAME: 12230021
CUSHION: GCFL10LC
W: 28.5"  D: 32.5"  H: 38.46"
SH: 19"  AH: 22.5"

SWIVEL BAR STOOL
FRAME: 10230007
CUSHION: GCFL10DS
W: 23.5"  D: 27.5"  H: 50.5"
SH: 29"  AH: 37.5"

BENCH
FRAME: 10230002
CUSHION: GCFL00BN
W: 43.5"  D: 27.5"  H: 39.46"
SH: 17.5"  AH: 26"

DINING CHAIR
FRAME: 10230001
CUSHION: GCFL00DN
W: 23.5"  D: 27.5"  H: 39.46"
SH: 17.5"  AH: 26"

PHOTO RIGHT:
DOUBLE CHAISE LOUNGE
Finish: Desert Bronze; Fabric: Raffaello 50965/9; Pillows: 51242/16* with Home 106 Welt; Scoop Brick* FLORENCE SERVING TABLE Finish: Desert Bronze

PHOTO BELOW:
DINING CHAIRS & SWIVEL ROCKERS Finish: Desert Bronze; Fabric: Scoop Brick*
REGAL 48" ROUND DINING TABLE Finish: Desert Bronze; SOTA Finish: Desert Bronze; Fabric: 51242/16* with Home 106 Welt; Pillows: Raffaello 50965/9; Scoop Brick*
LOUNGE CHAIR Finish: Desert Bronze; Fabric: Raffaello 50965/9; Pillows: 51242/16* with Home 106 Welt; REGAL 26" ROUND END TABLE Finish: Desert Bronze

* Fabrics no longer supported

WAREHOUSED IN:
DESSERT BRONZE #15

MATERIAL:
Cast and extruded aluminum

CUSHIONS:
Optional if not shown

TABLE COMPLEMENTS:
Coordinate, Florence, Grand Terrace, Lattice, Madrid II, Meridian, Michigan, Paradise, Regal, Talia, Verona

PHOTOS:
WITHOUT CUSHIONS Finish: Onyx; WITH CUSHIONS Finish: Desert Bronze; Fabric: Cast Ash

† 3-Back Corner Chair seat cushion: fabric must be railroaded if using a patterned or striped fabric.

GENSUN
SWIVEL ROCKING LOUNGE CHAIR FRAME: 10230004 CUSHION: GCFL10LR W:28.5 D:32.5 H:38 SH:19 AH:22.5

HIGH BACK ROCKING LOUNGE CHAIR FRAME: 10230024 CUSHION: GCFL10HR W:28.5 D:36 H:41.5 SH:19 AH:23.5

LOVESEAT FRAME: 12230022 CUSHION: GCFL10LS W:53.5 D:32.5 H:38 SH:19 AH:22.5


LEFT ARM LOUNGE CHAIR FRAME: 10230026 CUSHION: GCFL1ALC W:27 D:32.5 H:38 SH:19 AH:22.5

LOVESEAT GLIDER FRAME: 11230003 CUSHION: GCFL10LS W:34.5 D:34.5 H:37 SH:19 AH:22.5

OTTOMAN FRAME: 1123000G CUSHION: GCFL00OT W:27.5 D:22 H:19 SH:19

SECTIONAL OTTOMAN FRAME: 102300GS CUSHION: GCFLSEOT W:30 D:24 H:19 SH:19

CHaise LOUNGE FRAME: 11230009 CUSHION: GCFL00CH W:29 D:78.5 H:44.5 SH:17 AH:21

HIGH BACK DINING CHAIR SLING: 10230001 PADDED SLING: 61230001 W:25.5 D:28.5 H:38.5 SH:18/20 AH:26


DOUBLE CHaise LOUNGE FRAME: 12230021 CUSHION: GCFL1DCH W:54 D:78.5 H:44.5 SH:17 AH:21

ARMLESS LOUNGE CHAIR FRAME: 10230028 CUSHION: GCFL1NAL W:26.5 D:32.5 H:38 SH:19

HIGH BACK DINING CHAIR SLING: 50230001 PADDED SLING: 61230001 W:35.5 D:29 H:44 SH:18/20 AH:26

SLING & PADDED SLING NOT WAREHOUSED

MATERIAL: Cast and extruded aluminum, sling/padded sling

PADDED SLING: Different fabric selection available for front and back. Higher seat height (SH) shown is for padded sling.

TABLE COMPLEMENTS: Coordinate, Florence, Grand Terrace, Lattice, Madrid II, Meridian, Michigan, Paradise, Regal, Talia, Verona

SLING PHOTOS: STANDARD BACK DINING CHAIR AND SWIVEL ROCKER Finish: Midnight Gold; Fabric: Baron Oak OTHERS Finish: Onyx; Fabric: Baron Oak

SLING PHOTOS: STANDARD BACK DINING CHAIR AND SWIVEL ROCKER Finish: Midnight Gold; Fabric: Baron Oak OTHERS
The Grand Terrace collection is expertly cast and exquisitely detailed to make your outdoor space come alive with luxury. Make a statement of grace and poise in your backyard with its classic design and seating that is ideal for all day lounging. An outdoor space furnished with pieces from the Grand Terrace collection is certain to be admired for years.
PHOTO PREVIOUS PAGE: DINING CHAIR Finish: Vintage

PHOTOS CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT:

DINING CHAIRS & SWIVEL ROCKERS Finish: Vintage; Fabric: Embellish Dune.* GRAND TERRACE EXT. DINING TABLE Finish: Vintage

SLUNG SWIVEL BALCONY STOOLS Finish: Vintage; Fabric: Hayden Hickory® GRAND TERRACE 24” SQUARE CHAT HEIGHT FIRE TABLE Finish: Vintage


*Fabrics no longer supported
**Photos Clockwise from Top Left:** Backless Benches Finish: Midnight Gold

Woven High Back Swivel Rocking Lounge Chairs Finish: Vintage; Woven: Mahogany

Grand Terrace 24” Round Umbrella End Table Finish: Vintage

7.5’ Umbrella Finish: Black; Fabric: Berenson Tuxedo 8521-0000 with Canvas Heather Beige 5476-0000 cap

Woven High Back Swivel Rocking Lounge Chairs Finish: Vintage; Woven: Mahogany; Pillows: Solid Crimson 5451

Grand Terrace 54” Round Casual Height Fire Table Finish: Vintage

---

**Backless Bench**

Frame: 10342002

Cushion: GCCT42BN

W: 42  D: 16  H: 17.5  SH: 17.5

---

**Bench**

Frame: 10340000

Cushion: GCCT00BN

W: 46  D: 24  H: 36  SH: 17  AH: 25.5

---

**Dining Chair**

Frame: 10340001

Cushion: GCCT00DN

W: 25.5  D: 24  H: 36  SH: 17  AH: 25.5

---

**Swivel Rocker**

Frame: 10340011

Cushion: GCCT00BN

W: 25.5  D: 24  H: 36  SH: 17  AH: 25.5

---

**Swivel Balcony Stool**

Frame: 10340007

Cushion: GCCT00DN

W: 26  D: 24  H: 47.5  SH: 29  AH: 37

---

**Swivel Bar Stool**

Frame: 10340006

Cushion: GCCT00DN

W: 26  D: 24  H: 47.5  SH: 29  AH: 37

---

**Warehouse in**

- Desert Bronze #15
- Vintage #90

---

**Material:** Cast and extruded aluminum

**Cushions:** Optional if not shown

**Table Complements:** Coordinate, Grand Terrace, Lattice, Madrid II, Meridian, Michigan, Paradise, Regal, Talia, Verona

**Photos:** Without Cushions Finish: Onyx; With Cushions Finish: Vintage; Fabric: Cast Ash

---

*Backless Bench warehoused in Desert Bronze, Midnight Gold, Shade and Vintage

† 3-Back Corner Chair seat cushion; fabric must be railroaded if using a patterned or striped fabric
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Name</th>
<th>Sling Code</th>
<th>Padded Sling Code</th>
<th>W</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>SH</th>
<th>AH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Back Swivel Rocker*</td>
<td>5034SB11</td>
<td>6134SB11</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>28.5</td>
<td>38.5</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High Back Dining Chair</td>
<td>50340001</td>
<td>61340001</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>28.5</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High Back Swivel Rocker</td>
<td>50340001</td>
<td>61340001</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>28.5</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High Back Swivel Rocking Lounge Chair</td>
<td>50340024</td>
<td>61340024</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>28.5</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>20.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High Back Swivel Rocking Lounge Chair</td>
<td>50340024</td>
<td>61340024</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>28.5</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>20.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Back Dining Chair</td>
<td>50340001</td>
<td>61340001</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>28.5</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swivel Balcony Stool</td>
<td>61340006</td>
<td>60340006</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>26.5</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>25/27</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swivel Rocking Balcony Stool</td>
<td>61340008</td>
<td>60340008</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>26.5</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>25/27</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swivel Bar Stool</td>
<td>61340007</td>
<td>60340007</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>26.5</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>25/30</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reclining Chair</td>
<td>50340016</td>
<td>61340016</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>26.5</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>17/19</td>
<td>24.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High Back Loveseat Glider</td>
<td>50340004</td>
<td>61340004</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>26.5</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>17/19</td>
<td>24.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chaise Lounge</td>
<td>50340009</td>
<td>61340009</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>26.5</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>16/18</td>
<td>24.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ottoman</td>
<td>5034000G</td>
<td>6134000G</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>26.5</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>17/19</td>
<td>24.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High Back Swivel Rocker*</td>
<td>70340011</td>
<td>70340011</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>26.5</td>
<td>38.5</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Back Dining Chair*</td>
<td>70340001</td>
<td>70340001</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>26.5</td>
<td>38.5</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Material:** Cast and extruded aluminum, sling/padded sling

**Padded Slings:** Different fabric selection available for front and back. Higher seat height (SH) shown is for padded sling.

**Table Complements:** Coordinate, Grand Terrace, Lattice, Madrid II, Meridian, Michigan, Parasol, Regal, Tolla, Verona


**Not warehoused:**

**Warehoused in:** Vintage #90

---

**Not warehoused:** Grand Terrace
GRAND TERRACE

SWIVEL BALCONY STOOL
WOVEN: 70340096
W: 26  D: 27  H: 46
SH: 25  AH: 33

SWIVEL BAR STOOL
WOVEN: 70340007
W: 26  D: 29  H: 46
SH: 26  AH: 32.5

HIGH BACK SWIVEL ROCKING LOUNGE CHAIR
WOVEN: 70340024
W: 30  D: 29  H: 43
SH: 17.5  AH: 25

RECLINING CHAIR
WOVEN: 70340015
W: 29  D: 53  H: 49
SH: 17  AH: 24.5

HIGH BACK LOVESEAT GLIDER
WOVEN: 70340004
W: 51.5  D: 32  H: 43
SH: 17  AH: 24.5

OTTOMAN
WOVEN: 7034000G
W: 28  D: 27  H: 19
SH: 17.5

GRAND TERRACE

TABLE COMPLEMENTS: Coordinate, Grand Terrace, Lattice, Madrid II, Meridian, Michigan, Paradise, Regal, Talia, Verona

WOVEN PHOTOS: SWIVEL ROCKING BALCONY STOOL, HIGH BACK SWIVEL ROCKING LOUNGE CHAIR, RECLINING CHAIR AND OTTOMAN Finish: Onyx; Woven: Mahogany

OTHERS Finish: Vintage; Woven: Mahogany

MATERIAL: Cast and extruded aluminum, woven fabric

WAREHOUSED IN:
- VINTAGE #90
- CHESTNUT #W11

GENSUN
The Terrace collection places simplicity and versatility at the center of its design. With agreeable lines and sturdy craftsmanship, the Terrace collection is timeless and built for longevity. When you furnish your backyard with pieces from the Terrace collection, your outdoor space will remain beautiful for years to come.

**TERRACE**

Photos clockwise from far left: Café Chair Finish: Vintage

Café Chairs w/o Arms & Grand Terrace 36” Round Dine Height Pedestal Table Finish: Vintage

Stationary Balcony Stools w/o Arms Finish: Midnight Gold; Fabric: Etched Scroll Dune* with Cast Ash 40428-0000 welt

Paradise 140” Grill & Seating Island Finish: Midnight Gold cabinets with Truffle Embellished countertop

*Fabric no longer supported
Music is the inspiration for the Largo collection with a classical design incorporating soft elegant curves and broad details. Whether relaxing after a long day, kicking back in your most comfortable chair or enjoying your best tunes, Largo gives you the opportunity to enjoy all of the wonderful music life offers.
**SWIVEL ROCKER**
FRAME: 10170011
CUSHION: GCLG00DN
W: 24  D: 26.5  H: 36
SH: 17  AH: 25

**SWIVEL BALCONY STOOL**
FRAME: 10170006
CUSHION: GCLG00DN
W: 24  D: 26.5  H: 43
SH: 24.5  AH: 32.5

**LOUNGE CHAIR**
FRAME: 10170021
CUSHION: GCLG00LC
W: 27.5  D: 34.5  H: 35
SH: 19  AH: 23.5

**SWIVEL ROCKING LOUNGE CHAIR**
FRAME: 10170024
CUSHION: GCLG00LC
W: 27.5  D: 34.5  H: 35
SH: 19  AH: 23.5

**LOVESEAT**
FRAME: 10170022
CUSHION: GCLG00LS
W: 52  D: 34.5  H: 35
SH: 19  AH: 23.5

**DINING CHAIR**
FRAME: 10170001
CUSHION: GCLG00DN
W: 24  D: 26.5  H: 36
SH: 17  AH: 25

**SWIVEL BAR STOOL**
FRAME: 10170007
CUSHION: GCLG00DN
W: 24  D: 26.5  H: 48
SH: 29  AH: 37

**SWIVEL BALCONY STOOL**
FRAME: 10170006
CUSHION: GCLG00DN
W: 24  D: 26.5  H: 43
SH: 24.5  AH: 32.5

NOT WAREHOUSED
MATERIAL: Cast and extruded aluminum
CUSHIONS: Optional if not shown
TABLE COMPLEMENTS: Channel, Coordinate, Grand Terrace, Lattice, Madrid II, Meridian, Paradise, Talia
PHOTOS: WITHOUT CUSHIONS Finish: Onyx; WITH CUSHIONS Finish: Midnight Gold; Fabric: Cast Ash
The state of Michigan is known for its beautiful summers, and relaxing next to sparkling lakes nestled in the woods. The entire collection is designed to celebrate summer relaxation, outdoor beauty and hospitality. Guests will always feel at home with pieces from the Michigan collection.
PHOTO PAGE 49: DINING CHAIR Finish: Black
PHOTO CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: WOVEN HIGH BACK DINING CHAIRS & WOVEN HIGH BACK SWIVEL ROCKERS Finish: Vintage; Woven: Mahogany MICHIGAN 48" ROUND DINING TABLE Finish: Vintage
CHAISE LOUNGES Finish: Black; Fabric: Raffia 50965/2; Pillows: Mina Classic 47116-0001 GRAND TERRACE SEASABLE Finish: Black WOVEN HIGH BACK DINING CHAIRS Finish: Black; Woven: Zebrawood GRAND TERRACE 36" ROUND DINING HEIGHT PEDESTAL TABLE Finish: Black
DETAIL PHOTO Finish: Black; Woven: Zebrawood
SLING HIGH BACK DINING CHAIRS & SLING HIGH BACK SWIVEL ROCKERS Finish: Shade; Fabric: Sumba Mocha* MICHIGAN 42" X 66" RECT. DINING TABLE Finish: Shade

*Fabric no longer supported
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Description</th>
<th>Frame</th>
<th>Cushion</th>
<th>Dimensions</th>
<th>Seat Height</th>
<th>Arm Height</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SWIVEL BALCONY STOOL</td>
<td>1014WD06</td>
<td>GCMG10DN</td>
<td>W:24  D:25  H:41.5</td>
<td>SH:24.5  AH:32</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DINING CHAIR</td>
<td>10140001</td>
<td>GCMG10DN</td>
<td>W:24  D:25  H:33.5</td>
<td>SH:17.5  AH:25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWIVEL BAR STOOL</td>
<td>1014WD07</td>
<td>GCMG10DN</td>
<td>W:24  D:25  H:46.5</td>
<td>SH:29.5  AH:37</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOUNGE CHAIR</td>
<td>10140021</td>
<td>GCMG10LC</td>
<td>W:26.5  D:33.5  H:38</td>
<td>SH:19  AH:24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**WAREHOUSED IN**
- BLACK #37
- VINTAGE #90

**MATERIAL:** Cast and extruded aluminum

**CUSHIONS:** Optional if not shown

**TABLE COMPLEMENTS:** Coordinate, Grand Terrace, Lattice, Madrid II, Meridian, Michigan, Paradise, Regal, Talia, Verona

**PHOTOS:** WITHOUT CUSHIONS Finish: Black; WITH CUSHIONS Finish: Black; Fabric: Cast Silver

**KD = Knock Down**
SOFA
FRAME (KD): 10140023
CUSHION: GCMG10SL
W:26.5  D:33.5  H:38
SH:19  AH:24

HIGH BACK SWIVEL ROCKING LOUNGE CHAIR
FRAME: 1014HR24
CUSHION: GCMG10HL
W:28.5  D:38  H:41.5
SH:19  AH:24

LOVESEAT
FRAME (KD): 10140022
CUSHION: GCMG10LS
W:51  D:33.5  H:38
SH:19  AH:24

HIGH BACK SWIVEL ROCKING LOUNGE CHAIR
FRAME: 1014HR24
CUSHION: GCMG10HL
W:28.5  D:38  H:41.5
SH:19  AH:24

OTTOMAN
FRAME (KD): 1014000G
CUSHION: GCMG100G
W:25.5  D:24  H:19  SH:19

CHAISE LOUNGE
FRAME: 10140000
CUSHION: GCMG100C
W:30.5  D:79  H:44.5
SH:17  AH:20

STANDARD BACK DINING CHAIR*
SLING: 5014SB01
PADDED SLING: 6114SB01
W:24  D:28.5  H:38.5
SH:18.5/20.5  AH:25.5

STANDARD BACK SWIVEL ROCKER*
SLING: 5014SR01
PADDED SLING: 6114SR01
W:24  D:28.5  H:38.5
SH:18.5/20.5  AH:25.5

HIGH BACK DINING CHAIR
SLING: 50140001
PADDED SLING: 61140001
W:24  D:29  H:44
SH:18.5/20.5  AH:25.5

HIGH BACK SWIVEL ROCKER
SLING: 50140011
PADDED SLING: 61140011
W:24  D:29  H:44
SH:18.5/20.5  AH:25.5

SWIVEL BALCONY STOOL
SLING: 50140009
PADDED SLING: 61140009
W:26  D:28.5  H:45.5
SH:25/27  AH:33

SWIVEL BAR STOOL
SLING: 50140007
PADDED SLING: 61140007
W:24  D:27  H:41.5
SH:30/32  AH:37.5

HIGH BACK SWIVEL ROCKING LOUNGE CHAIR
SLING: 50140015
PADDED SLING: 61140015
W:28  D:29  H:43.5
SH:17.5/19.5  AH:25

RECLINING CHAIR
SLING: 50140015
PADDED SLING: 61140015
W:29  D:51  H:47
SH:17/19  AH:24

SLING PHOTOS:
STANDARD BACK DINING CHAIR AND SWIVEL ROCKER
Finish: Vintage; Fabric: Baron Oak
OTHERS Finish: Black; Fabric: Baron Oak

55
MICHIGAN HIGH BACK LOVESEAT GLIDER
SLING: 50140004
PADDDED SLING: 61140004
W:49.5  D:31.5  H:43
SH:16.5/18.5  AH:24

CHaise LOUNGE
SLING: 51140009
PADDED SLING: 61140009
W:29  D:80.5  H:48
SH:16/18  AH:25.5

STANDARD BACK DINING CHAIR*
WOVEN: 70148801
W:24  D:29  H:38.5
SH:18.5  AH:25.5

STANDARD BACK SWIVEL ROCKER*
WOVEN: 70148811
W:24  D:29.5  H:38.5
SH:18.5  AH:25.5

HIGH BACK SWIVEL ROCKER
WOVEN: 70140011
W:24  D:29.5  H:44.5
SH:18.5  AH:25.5

HIGH BACK SWIVEL ROCKING LOUNGE CHAIR
WOVEN: 70140024
W:28  D:29  H:43.5
SH:18  AH:25

HIGH BACK LOVESEAT GLIDER
WOVEN: 50140004
W:49.5  D:31.5  H:43
SH:16.5  AH:24

CHAISE LOUNGE
WOVEN: 71140009
W:27.5  D:27  H:17.5
SH:16  AH:25.5

HIGH BACK SWIVEL ROCKING LOUNGE CHAIR
WOVEN: 70140001
W:24  D:29.5  H:44
SH:16/18  AH:25.5

RECLINING CHAIR
WOVEN: 70140015
W:26  D:30  H:44.5
SH:25.5  AH:33

SWIVEL BAR STOOL
WOVEN: 70140007
W:24  D:27.5  H:51
SH:30  AH:37.5

SNEL BALCONY STOOL
WOVEN: 70140006
W:26  D:29  H:44.5
SH:26.5  AH:33

SWIVEL BALCONY STOOL
WOVEN: 70140005
W:26  D:29  H:44.5
SH:26  AH:32

SWIVEL ROCKING BALCONY STOOL
WOVEN: 70140006
W:26  D:29  H:44.5
SH:26.5  AH:32

MATERIAL: Cast and extruded aluminum, woven
table complement: Coordinate, Grand Terrace, Lattice, Madrid II, Meridian, Michigan, Paradise, Regal, Talia, Verona

WOVEN PHOTOS: SWIVEL ROCKING BALCONY STOOL, HIGH BACK SWIVEL ROCKING LOUNGE CHAIR, RECLINING CHAIR AND OTTOMAN Finish: Black; Woven: Mahogany OTHERS Finish: Vintage; Woven: Mahogany

OWEN WAREHOUSED IN
VINTAGE #90 & CHESTNUT #W11

*Not warehoused
Inspired by the farmhouses of Northern Italy, the Verona collection takes elements of rustic design and pairs it with meticulous craftsmanship. Furnishing your outdoor space with pieces from the Verona collection tells your guests that you value long-lasting lounging.
VERONA DINING CHAIR
VERONA FRAME: 80410001
CUSHION: GCVR00DN
W:22.5  D:23  H:34.5
SH:17  AH:24

VERONA FRAME: 80420001
CUSHION: GCGV00DN
W:24  D:25  H:35.5
SH:17  AH:25

VERONA FRAME: 80410011
CUSHION: GCVR00DN
W:22.5  D:23  H:34.5
SH:17  AH:24

GRAND VERONA FRAME: 80420011
CUSHION: GCGV00DN
W:24  D:25  H:35.5
SH:17  AH:25

SWIVEL ROCKER
GRAND VERONA FRAME: 80410006
CUSHION: GCVR00DN
W:22.5  D:23  H:41
SH:24.5  AH:33

SWIVEL BALCONY STOOL
GRAND VERONA FRAME: 80420006
CUSHION: GCGV00DN
W:24  D:25  H:41
SH:24.5  AH:33

BENCH
FRAME: 80410002
CUSHION: GCVR00BN
W:41.5  D:23  H:34.5
SH:17  AH:24

DINING CHAIR
VERONA FRAME: 80410001
CUSHION: GCVR00DN
W:22.5  D:23  H:34.5
SH:17  AH:24

DINING CHAIR
GRAND VERONA FRAME: 80420001
CUSHION: GCGV00DN
W:24  D:25  H:35.5
SH:17  AH:25

NOT WAREHOUSED
MATERIAL: Cast and extruded aluminum
CUSHIONS: Optional if not shown
TABLE COMPLEMENTS: Coordinate, Grand Terrace, Lattice, Madrid II, Meridian, Michigan, Paradise, Regal, Tally, Verona

PHOTO RIGHT: LOUNGE CHAIR DETAIL Finish: Vintage
PHOTO BELOW: CHAISE LOUNGE, LOUNGE, LOUNGE, LOVESEAT, LOUNGE CHAIR & CUSHION Finish: Onyx
PHOTO ON PAGE 60: LOUNGE, LOUNGE, CHAISE LOUNGE Finish: Onyx
VERONA

SWIVEL BAR STOOL
VERONA FRAME: 80410007
CUSHION: GCVR00DN
W: 22.5  D: 23  H: 46
SH: 29  AH: 37

SWIVEL BAR STOOL
GRAND VERONA FRAME: 80420007
CUSHION: GCV000DN
W: 24  D: 25  H: 48
SH: 29  AH: 37

LOUNGE CHAIR
FRAME: 81410021
CUSHION: GCVR00LC
W: 27  D: 34.5  H: 38
SH: 19  AH: 24.5

SWIVEL ROCKING LOUNGE CHAIR
FRAME: 80410024
CUSHION: GCGT10LC
W: 27  D: 34.5  H: 38
SH: 19  AH: 24.5

LOVESEAT
FRAME: 81410022
CUSHION: GCGT10LS
W: 52  D: 34.5  H: 38
SH: 19  AH: 24.5

SOFA
FRAME: 81410023
CUSHION: GCGT10SF
W: 77  D: 34.5  H: 38
SH: 19  AH: 24.5

OTTOMAN
FRAME: 8041000G
CUSHION: GCGT00OT
W: 27  D: 22  H: 19
SH: 19

CHaise LOUNGE
FRAME: 80410029
CUSHION: GCVR000CH
W: 29  D: 79  H: 44.5
SH: 17  AH: 21

ALExEE

Always popular wicker, scaled to the comfort of upholstered indoor furniture, Alexee is a contemporary version of Victorian Era wicker. But, unlike natural wicker that needs to be sheltered from the weather, Alexee features a natural look synthetic wicker hand woven onto an extruded aluminum frame. Designed to perfection including detailing on the legs complementing wicker, Alexee is beautiful indoors and out.
PHOTO PREVIOUS PAGE: DINING CHAIR Finish: Black; Woven: Mahogany II; Fabric: Gateway Fuse*; Pillow: Meridian Twilight*

PHOTOS CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT:
GRAND TERRACE SEATABLE DETAIL Finish: Black; Woven: Mahogany II; Fabric: Rialto Mist*
DINING CHAIRS & SWIVEL ROCKERS Finish: Black; Woven: Mahogany II; Fabric: Gateway Fuse*; Pillow: Gateway Fuse* GRAND TERRACE 34” ROUND DINING HEIGHT FIRE TABLE Finish: Black
GRAND TERRACE TOP DETAIL Finish: Black; Woven: Mahogany II
SOFA Finish: Black; Woven: Mahogany II; Fabric: Rialto Mist*; Pillow: Meridian Twilight*, Meridian Mist*
LOUNGE CHAIR & OTTOMAN Finish: Black; Woven: Mahogany II; Fabric: Meridian Mist*; Pillow: Meridian Twilight* GRAND TERRACE SEATABLES Finish: Black GRAND TERRACE 24” ROUND UMBRELLA END TABLE Finish: Black 7.5’ UMBRELLA Finish: Black; Fabric: Meridian Mist*  
*Fabrics no longer supported
ALEXEE

DINING CHAIR
FRAME: 70380001
CUSHION: GCAL00DN
W:26  D:26  H:37  SH:19  AH:26

SWIVEL ROCKER
FRAME: 70380011
CUSHION: GCAL00DN
W:26  D:26  H:37  SH:19  AH:26

LOUNGE CHAIR
FRAME: 70380021
CUSHION: GCAL00LC
W:29.5  D:32.5  H:36.5  SH:18  AH:22.5

SWIVEL ROCKING LOUNGE CHAIR
FRAME: 70380024
CUSHION: GCAL00LC
W:29.5  D:32.5  H:36.5  SH:18  AH:22.5

LOVESEAT
FRAME: 70380022
CUSHION: GCAL00LS
W:55.5  D:32.5  H:36.5  SH:18  AH:22.5

SOFA
FRAME: 70380023
CUSHION: GCAL00SF
W:81  D:32.5  H:36.5  SH:18  AH:22.5

DINING CHAIR
FRAME: 70380001
CUSHION: GCAL00DN
W:26  D:26  H:37  SH:19  AH:26

SWIVEL ROCKER
FRAME: 70380011
CUSHION: GCAL00DN
W:26  D:26  H:37  SH:19  AH:26

LOUNGE CHAIR
FRAME: 70380021
CUSHION: GCAL00LC
W:29.5  D:32.5  H:36.5  SH:18  AH:22.5

SWIVEL ROCKING LOUNGE CHAIR
FRAME: 70380024
CUSHION: GCAL00LC
W:29.5  D:32.5  H:36.5  SH:18  AH:22.5

LOVESEAT
FRAME: 70380022
CUSHION: GCAL00LS
W:55.5  D:32.5  H:36.5  SH:18  AH:22.5

SOFA
FRAME: 70380023
CUSHION: GCAL00SF
W:81  D:32.5  H:36.5  SH:18  AH:22.5

NOT WAREHOUSED

MATERIAL: Extruded aluminum, woven

CUSHIONS: Optional if not shown

TABLE COMPLEMENTS: Channel, Coordinate, Florence, Fusion, Grand Terrace, Lattice, Madrid II, Meridian, Michigan, Modanō, Paradise, Regal, Tula, Verona

PHOTOS: Finish: Black; Woven: Ash II; Fabric: Cast Silver

AMARI

The streamlined design of Amari flows together effortlessly to form the precisely sculpted cast aluminum frame. Although the styling of Amari is reminiscent of authentic mid-century furniture, there is a more reserved character that adapts to a variety of tastes. The light and airy shape allows it to fit effortlessly into both contemporary and classic environments, while the ability to choose between woven or cushion seating further exemplifies its versatility.
PHOTO PAGE 67: DINING CHAIR Finish: Carbon; Fabric: Cast Silver 40433-0000
PHOTOS CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: WOVEN LOUNGE CHAIRS & WOVEN SWIVEL ROCKING LOUNGE CHAIRS Finish: Carbon; Woven: Mist; Pillows: Canvas Sky Blue 5424-0000 MERIDIAN 54" ROUND CASUAL HEIGHT FIRE TABLE Finish: Carbon with Quarry Embellished top
DINING CHAIR DETAIL Finish: Carbon; Fabric: Blur II Cloud*
DINING CHAIRS & SWIVEL ROCKERS Finish: Carbon; Fabric: Blur II Cloud* FUSION 42" X 86" RECT. DINING TABLE Finish: Carbon 9' UMBRELLA Finish: Black; Fabric: Blur II Cloud*
* Fabrics no longer supported
STATIONARY BALCONY STOOL W/O ARMS
FRAME: 10250016
CUSHION: GCAM00BA
W:18  D:24  H:39.5  SH:27

STATIONARY BAR STOOL W/O ARMS
FRAME: 10250017
CUSHION: GCAM00BA
W:18  D:24  H:44  SH:31

DINING CHAIR
FRAME: 10250001
CUSHION: GCAM00DN
W:23  D:27  H:35  SH:20  AH:25

SWIVEL ROCKER FRAME: 10250021
CUSHION: GCAM00LC
W:27  D:33  H:34  SH:19  AH:23.5

LOUNGE CHAIR
FRAME: 10250021
CUSHION: GCAM00LC
W:27  D:33  H:34  SH:19  AH:23.5

SWIVEL ROCKING LOUNGE CHAIR
FRAME: 10250024
CUSHION: GCAM00LC

LOVESEAT
FRAME: 10250022
CUSHION: GCAM00LS
W:52  D:33  H:34  SH:19  AH:23.5

SOFA
FRAME: 10250023
CUSHION: GCAM00SF
W:77.5  D:33  H:34  SH:19  AH:23.5

OTTOMAN
FRAME: 1025000G
CUSHION: GCAM00OT
W:26.5  D:22  H:19  SH:19

CHAISE LOUNGE
FRAME: 10250009
CUSHION: GCAM00CH
W:28  D:79.5  H:43  SH:18  AH:22

DINING CHAIR
WOVEN: 70250001
W:23  D:28  H:35  SH:17.5  AH:25

SWIVEL ROCKER
WOVEN: 70250011
W:23.5  D:26  H:35  SH:17.5  AH:25

MATERIAL: Cast and extruded aluminum, woven

TABLE COMPLEMENTS: Channel, Fusion, Lattice, Meridian, Modanō, Plank, Talia

WOVEN PHOTOS: Finish: Carbon; Woven: Mist

CARBON #35 & MIST #W16
WAREHOUSED IN

AMARI
WAREHOUSED IN

CARBON #35

MATERIAL: Cast and extruded aluminum

CUSHIONS: Optional if not shown

TABLE COMPLEMENTS: Channel, Fusion, Lattice, Meridian, Modanō, Plank, Talia

PHOTOS: Finish: Carbon; Fabric: Cast Silver

70 GENSUN

GENSUN 71
Sensuous and sleek, Aria is a great design for formal or casual settings. Pair the lounge chairs with a Modanō fire table for the ultimate in casual ambiance or pair the dining chairs with a Talia table for an elegant dining venue.
PHOTO PAGE 73

PHOTO CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT:
- SWIVEL ROCKING LOUNGE CHAIRS Finish: Dove; Fabric: Kozo Abalone 3039309; Pillows: Reflections Loggion 9234 with Storm Smoke 6625 welt MERIDIAN 24” X 60” RECT. CHAT HEIGHT FIRE TABLE Finish: Onyx with Quarry Embellished top PET BED MEDIUM Fabric: Spiro Capri 8526 sides, Reflections Lagoon 9234 bed and welt MODANŌ 67" MOBILE GRILL ISLAND Finish: Dove cabinet with Quarry Embellished countertop.

DINING CHAIRS, SWIVEL ROCKERS & CHAISE LOUNGE Finish: Black; Fabric: Casteele Dune 5318-0002 TALIA 42” X 86” RECT. DINING TABLE & 22” SQUARE END TABLE (16” H) Finish: Black 9’ UMBRELLA & MERIDIAN UMBRELLA BASE Finish: Black; Fabric: Chesterfield Walnut 1321 with Sparkle Birch 1750 cap.

DETAIL PHOTO Finish: Black

LOUNGE CHAIRS & OTTOMANS Finish: Black; Fabric: Matte Midnight Sky 3043050 MERIDIAN 40” X 56” RECT. CASUAL HEIGHT FIRE TABLE TOP W/OFFSET ROUND COVER Finish: Black with Black Embellished top.
ARIA

NOT WAREHOUSED

MATERIAL: Cast and extruded aluminum, sling

TABLE COMPLEMENTS: Channel, Fusion, Lattice, Meridian, Modanō, Talia

SLING PHOTOS: Finish: Black; Fabric: Casteele Dune

Cabrisa combines elegant curves and flowing angles creating an exquisite transitional design. Sling seating provides comfort and easy outdoor care. Relaxing outdoors doesn’t get better than this.
PHOTO PREVIOUS PAGE: SLING HIGH BACK DINING CHAIR Finish: Black; Fabric: System Dune 50198-0001

PHOTOS CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: SLING HIGH BACK DINING CHAIRS DETAIL Finish: Linen; Fabric: System Stone 50198-0002
SLING HIGH BACK DINING CHAIRS & SLING HIGH BACK SWIVEL ROCKERS Finish: Linen; Fabric: System Stone 50198-0002 CHANNEL 44” X 86” RECT. DINING TABLE Finish: Linen with Carbon top
SLING SWIVEL BAR STOOLS Finish: Carbon; Fabric: Sisal Aluminum 3009605 CHANNEL 4’ ROUND BAR TABLE Finish: Carbon CHANNEL SERVING CART Finish: Black
CABRISA

HIGH BACK DINING CHAIR
SLING: 50280001
PADDED SLING: 60280001

HIGH BACK SWIVEL ROCKER
SLING: 50280011
PADDED SLING: 60280011
W: 26  D: 28.5  H: 44
SH: 18/20  AH: 26.5

SWIVEL BALCONY STOOL
SLING: 50280006
PADDED SLING: 60280006
W: 26  D: 28.5  H: 44.5
SH: 24.5/26.5  AH: 33

SWIVEL BAR STOOL
SLING: 50280007
PADDED SLING: 60280007
W: 26  D: 29  H: 49
SH: 29.5/31.5  AH: 37.5

HIGH BACK SWIVEL ROCKING LOUNGE CHAIR
SLING: 50280024
PADDED SLING: 60280024
W: 30.5  D: 29  H: 42.5  SH: 17/19  AH: 25.5

OTTOMAN
SLING: 5028000G
PADDED SLING: 6028000G
W: 24.5  D: 23.5  H: 17/19
SH: 17/19

CHaise LOUNGE
SLING: 50280009
PADDED SLING: 60280009
W: 29.5  D: 8.5  H: 48
SH: 16.5/18.5  AH: 25

The Drake collection is an elegant family of seating products comprised of deep seating, modular lounge seating and dining, bar and balcony chairs. The timeless linear styling and harmonious proportions of Drake make it a pleasing choice for any residential or public space. Drake is an incredibly versatile line with the ability to easily satisfy a wide range of styles and personal tastes, from transitional to modern, with an abundance of fabrics, weaves, and finish colors to mix and match. The balance of design and customization make the Drake collection a winning choice every time.

NOT WAREHOUSED
MATERIAL: Cast and extruded aluminum, sling/padded sling
PADDED SLINGS: Different fabric selection available for front and back. Higher height (H) and seat height (SH) shown is for padded sling.
TABLE COMPLEMENTS: Channel, Fusion, Lattice, Madrid II, Marilson, Modanō, Plank, Talia
SLING PHOTOS: Finish: Black; Fabric: System Dune

DRAKE
PHOTO PREVIOUS PAGE: DINING CHAIR Finish: Black; Woven: Eclipse; Fabric: Cast Silver 40433-0000
PHOTOS CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: DETAIL PHOTO Finish: Grand Canyon; Woven: Terra
LOUNGE CHAIR & SOFA Finish: Black; Woven: Eclipse; Fabric: Spatter Oyster*; Flange Pillows: Cast Granite* CHANNEL 27" X 44" RECT. COFFEE TABLE & 22" SQUARE END TABLE Finish: Black
MODULAR CORNER/END CHAIRS, MODULAR STRAIGHT CHAIRS & MODULAR OTTOMAN Finish: Black; Woven: Eclipse; Fabric: Coal Ash 40508-0000; Pillows: Gateway Mist 58039-0000; Cast Lagoon 40465-0000 with Blue Sapphire Fringe 3-PANEL SCREEN Finish: Black; Fabric: Cast Lagoon 40465-0000
* Fabrics no longer supported
DINING CHAIR
FRAME: 70180001
CUSHION: GCDK00DN
W:24  D:26.5  H:35
SH:19  AH:25.5

SWIVEL ROCKER
FRAME: 70180011
CUSHION: GCDK00DN
W:24  D:26.5  H:35
SH:19  AH:25.5

STATIONARY BALCONY
STOOL W/O ARMS
FRAME: 70180016
CUSHION: GCDK00BS
W:18  D:21.5  H:39.5  SH:27

LOUNGE CHAIR
FRAME: 70180021
CUSHION: GCDK00LC
W:27  D:33  H:35.5
SH:19  AH:24.5

SWIVEL ROCKING LOUNGE CHAIR
FRAME: 70180024
CUSHION: GCDK00LC
W:27  D:33  H:35.5
SH:19  AH:24.5

STATIONARY BAR
STOOL W/O ARMS
FRAME: 70180017
CUSHION: GCDK00BS
W:18  D:22  H:44  SH:31.5

LOUNGE CHAIR
FRAME: 70180021
CUSHION: GCDK00LC
W:27  D:33  H:35.5
SH:19  AH:24.5

MODULAR CORNER/END CHAIR
FRAME: 70180029
CUSHION: GCDK00CE
W:30  D:30  H:32.5  SH:19

MODULAR STRAIGHT CHAIR
FRAME: 70180028
CUSHION: GCDKNALC
W:30  D:30  H:32.5  SH:19

MODULAR OTTOMAN
FRAME: 1018000S
CUSHION: GCDK00OT
W:30  D:30  H:19  SH:19

NOT WAREHOUSED

MATERIAL: Cast and extruded aluminum, woven

CUSHIONS: Optional if not shown

TABLE COMPLEMENTS: Channel, Drake, Fusion, Lattice, Madrid II, Meridian, Modanō, Plank, Talia

PHOTOS: Finish: Dove; Woven: Eclipse; Fabric: Cast Silver

THESE ARE NOT A Finishes, unless otherwise noted:

FABRIC: Cast Silver
Woven: Eclipse
FINISH: Dove

FRAME: 70180001
CUSHION: GCDK00DN
W:24  D:26.5  H:35
SH:19  AH:25.5

FRAME: 70180011
CUSHION: GCDK00DN
W:24  D:26.5  H:35
SH:19  AH:25.5

FRAME: 70180016
CUSHION: GCDK00BS
W:18  D:21.5  H:39.5  SH:27

FRAME: 70180021
CUSHION: GCDK00LC
W:27  D:33  H:35.5
SH:19  AH:24.5

FRAME: 70180024
CUSHION: GCDK00LC
W:27  D:33  H:35.5
SH:19  AH:24.5

FRAME: 70180017
CUSHION: GCDK00BS
W:18  D:22  H:44  SH:31.5

FRAME: 70180021
CUSHION: GCDK00LC
W:27  D:33  H:35.5
SH:19  AH:24.5

FRAME: 70180029
CUSHION: GCDK00CE
W:30  D:30  H:32.5  SH:19

FRAME: 1018000S
CUSHION: GCDK00OT
W:30  D:30  H:19  SH:19

FRAME: 70180001
CUSHION: GCDK00DN
W:24  D:26.5  H:35
SH:19  AH:25.5

FRAME: 70180011
CUSHION: GCDK00DN
W:24  D:26.5  H:35
SH:19  AH:25.5

FRAME: 70180016
CUSHION: GCDK00BS
W:18  D:21.5  H:39.5  SH:27

FRAME: 70180021
CUSHION: GCDK00LC
W:27  D:33  H:35.5
SH:19  AH:24.5
Lightweight and durable. Echelon is great for balconies, terraces or around the pool. When extra seating is needed for large gatherings or more space to play, the dining chair, lounge chair and chaise are stackable.
### SLING & PADDED SLING WAREHOUSED IN CARBON #35

**PADDED SLINGS:** Different fabric selection available for front and back. Higher height (H) and seat height (SH) shown is for padded sling.

**TABLE COMPLEMENTS:** Channel, Fusion, Mariëldon, Modanō, Plank, Talia

**SLING PHOTOS:** Finish: Black; Fabric: Casteele Dune

### DINING CHAIR (STACKING)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sling</th>
<th>W</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>SH</th>
<th>AH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>504700014</td>
<td>25.5</td>
<td>25.5</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>17.5/19.5</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### SWIVEL ROCKING LOUNGE CHAIRS & SLING

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sling</th>
<th>W</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>SH</th>
<th>AH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50470002</td>
<td>25.5</td>
<td>25.5</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>17.5/19.5</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### SWIVEL BAR STOOL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sling</th>
<th>W</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>SH</th>
<th>AH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50470007</td>
<td>25.5</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>29.5/31.5</td>
<td>37.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### LOUNGE CHAIR (STACKING)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sling</th>
<th>W</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>SH</th>
<th>AH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50470021</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>26.5</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>16.5/18.5</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MATERIAL:
- Extruded aluminum, sling/padded sling
- PADDED SLINGS: Different fabric selection available for front and back. Higher height (H) and seat height (SH) shown is for padded sling.

### TABLE COMPLEMENTS:
- Channel, Fusion, Mariëldon, Modanō, Plank, Talia

### SLING PHOTOS:
- Finish: Black; Fabric: Casteele Dune
Edge and Wave are fraternal twins. Both collections feature slender yet strong legs and arms with graceful curves. The two back designs came to life at the same time with Edge’s linear back and Wave’s flowing water back. Your choice!
PHOTO PREVIOUS PAGE: DINING CHAIRS Finish: Midnight Gold

PHOTOS CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: EDGE DINING CHAIRS & SWIVEL ROCKERS Finish: Midnight Gold; Fabric: Freework Flox 45991-0001 LATTICE 44" X 86" RECT. DINING TABLE Finish: Midnight Gold

ARM DETAIL Finish: Midnight Gold; Fabric: Fretwork Flax 45991-0001

WAVE BACK DETAIL Finish: Midnight Gold; Fabric: Fretwork Flax 45991-0001

WAVE DINING CHAIRS & SWIVEL ROCKERS Finish: Midnight Gold; Fabric: Freework Flox 45991-0001 LATTICE 53" ROUND DINING TABLE Finish: Midnight Gold

EDGE BACK DETAIL Finish: Midnight Gold; Fabric: Freework Flox 45991-0001
DINING CHAIR
EDGE FRAME: 10270001
CUSHION: GCWE00DN
W:23.5  D:27  H:36.5
SH:17  AH:26

DINING CHAIR
WAVE FRAME: 10260011
CUSHION: GCWE00DN
W:23.5  D:27  H:36.5
SH:17  AH:26

SWIVEL ROCKER
WAVE FRAME: 10260006
CUSHION: GCWE00DN
W:23.5  D:27  H:36.5
SH:17  AH:26

SWIVEL BALCONY STOOL
WAVE FRAME: 10260006
CUSHION: GCWE00DN
W:23.5  D:27  H:43
SH:24  AH:32.5

EDGE & WAVE

MATERIAL: Cast and extruded aluminum
CUSHIONS: Optional if not shown
TABLE COMPLEMENTS: Channel, Fusion, Lattice, Madrid II, Meridian, Modanō, Paradise, Tala
PHOTOS: Finish: Midnight Gold; Fabric: Cast Ash

*Wave not warehoused

EDGE WAREHOUSED IN
MIDNIGHT GOLD #60
The Jayne collection captures the relaxation of outdoor living with its enveloping softness and unique use of materials. Jayne’s seamlessly integrated straps surround you as you sink into its cloud-like cushions, and the teak finished aluminum arms give the warm look of wood without the maintenance. With its gracefully curved silhouette, modern detailing, and striking stance, Jayne is an inviting addition to any outdoor space.
PHOTO PAGE 97: DINING CHAIR Finish: Black; Strap: Coal; Fabric: Cast Ash 40428-0000
MERIDIAN 24” SQUARE CHAT HEIGHT FIRE TABLES Finish: Black; Fabric: Home 85 DETAIL PHOTO Finish: Black; Strap: Coal; Fabric: Sand 1043/929; Pillow: Home 85 SWIVEL ROCKERS & SIDE CHAIRS Finish: Carbon; Strap: Coal; Fabric: Ottomano 1276/502 FUSION 42” X 66” SECT. DINING TABLE Finish: Carbon with Quarry Embellished top RIGHT ARM FAINTING COUCHES Finish: Black; Strap: Coal; Fabric: Laurel Graphite 11701; Pillow: Ottomano 1276/502 MERIDIAN 24” X 60” CHAT HEIGHT FIRE TABLE Finish: Black
NOT WAREHOUSED

MATERIAL: Cast and extruded aluminum, strap

CUSHIONS: Optional if not shown

TABLE COMPLEMENTS: Channel, Fusion, Lattice, Madrid II, Meridian, Modarō, Paradise, Taka

PHOTOS: Finish: Black; Strap: Coal; Fabric: Cast Ash

*Jayne Daybed cushion works best with solid fabrics. Other fabrics can be used if the width of the fabric roll is 60" or greater.
The lotus is a flower of divine beauty, and just like its namesake, the Lotus collection echoes the delicate shape of the flower and combines it with strength and versatility. The Lotus collection takes craftsmanship to a new height with its long-lasting durability. An outdoor space created with the Lotus collection is certain to last.
CAFÉ CHAIR (STACKING)
FRAME: 10520001
CUSHION: GCLO00DN
W:22.5  D:23.5  H:35.5
SH:17.5  AH:24.5

STATIONARY BALCONY STOOL W/O ARMS
FRAME: 10520016
CUSHION: GCLO00DN
W:22  D:23.5  H:42  SH:24

STATIONARY BAR STOOL W/O ARMS
FRAME: 10520017
CUSHION: GCLO00DN
W:22  D:23.5  H:47  SH:28

SETTEE
FRAME: 10520002
CUSHION: GCLO00DN
W:41.5  D:23.5  H:35.5
SH:17.5  AH:24.5

LOTUS
WAREHOUSED IN
RUBY #71
MATERIAL: Cast aluminum
CUSHIONS: Optional if not shown
TABLE COMPLEMENTS: Fusion, Lotus, Meridian, Modano, Paradise, Talia
PHOTOS: Finish: Ebony
See page 164 for pedestal tables
Morro Bay blends modern simplicity with classical elegance. Inspired by neoclassical architecture, the collection complements traditional or transitional spaces alike. Its architectural, fluted legs meet with a sinuous, ribbon-like arm that starts and ends with a graceful volute, showcasing its neoclassical inspiration. Morro Bay honors the past with an eye to the future.

---

**PHOTOS CLOCKWISE FROM FAR LEFT:**
- SLING DINING CHAIR
  - Finish: Midnight Gold; Fabric: Stucco 3007145
- ARM DETAIL
  - Finish: Midnight Gold
- LEG DETAIL
  - Finish: Midnight Gold
- PADDED SLING DINING CHAIRS & PADDED SLING SWIVEL ROCKERS
  - Finish: Midnight Gold; Fabric: P1619* MIA 43 X 63" RECT. DINING TABLE
  - Finish: Midnight Gold
*Fabric no longer supported
**MORRO BAY**

**WAREHOUSED IN**

**MIDNIGHT GOLD #60**

*Morro Bay II not warehoused*

---

**MATERIAL:** Cast and extruded aluminum

**CUSHIONS:** Optional if not shown

**TABLE COMPLEMENTS:** Channel, Lattice, Meridian, Modanō, Paradise, Talia

**PHOTOS:** Finish: Midnight Gold; Fabric: Cast Ash
MORRO BAY

SWIVEL ROCKER
Sling: 50320011
Padded Sling: 60320011
W: 24.5 D: 29.5 H: 37
Sh: 17.5/19.5 AH: 36.5

SWIVEL BALCONY STOOL
Sling: 50320006
Padded Sling: 60320006
W: 22 D: 25 H: 41.5
Sh: 35.5/37.5 AH: 37.5

SWIVEL ROCKING BALCONY STOOL
Sling: 50320036
Padded Sling: 60320036
W: 24.5 D: 25 H: 41.5
Sh: 35.5/37.5 AH: 37.5

SWIVEL ROCKING BALCONY STOOL
Sling: 50320024
Padded Sling: 60320024
W: 28 D: 30 H: 35.5
Sh: 17/19 AH: 24.5

LOUNGE CHAIR
Sling: 50320021
Padded Sling: 60320021
W: 28 D: 30 H: 35.5
Sh: 17/19 AH: 24.5

SLING PHOTOS:
SWIVEL BAR STOOL, SWIVEL BAR STOOL AND CHAISE LOUNGE
Finish: Onyx; Fabric: Casteele Dune
OTHERS Finish: Midnight Gold; Fabric: Casteele Dune

SLING & PADDED SLING
WAREHOUSED IN
MATERIAL: Cast and extruded aluminum, sling/padded sling
PADDED SLINGS: Different fabric selection available for front and back. Higher seat height (SH) shown is for padded sling.
TABLE COMPLEMENTS: Channel, Lattice, Meridian, Modano, Paradise, Talia
SLING PHOTOS: SWIVEL BAR STOOL, SWIVEL BAR STOOL AND CHAISE LOUNGE Finish: Onyx; Fabric: Casteele Dune OTHERS Finish: Midnight Gold; Fabric: Casteele Dune

OTOMAN
Sling: 5032000G
Padded Sling: 6032000G
W: 24 D: 32.5 H: 19 Sh: 17/19

CHAISE LOUNGE
Sling: 50320009
Padded Sling: 60320009
W: 37 D: 81 H: 48
Sh: 16/18 AH: 24

MORRO BAY

SLING PHOTOS:
SWIVEL ROCKER, CHAISE LOUNGE
Finish: Onyx; Fabric: Casteele Dune
OTHERS Finish: Midnight Gold; Fabric: Casteele Dune
The Phoenix and Phoenix Strap collection are inspired from popular mid-century designs. The collection features clean, smooth, flowing lines into a beautiful marriage of elegance and comfort. With a variety of seating options Phoenix is at home in traditional to contemporary settings.
PHOTOS CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: STRAP LOUNGE CHAIRS Finish: Black; Strap: Coal
CHANNEL SEATABLES Finish: Black
MERIDIAN 40” X 56” RECT. CASUAL HEIGHT FIRE TABLE WITH OFFSET ROUND COVER Finish: Black with Ruby Panels
DINING CHAIRS & SWIVEL ROCKER Finish: Medallion; Fabric: Lorenzo Loden* CHANNEL SEATABLES Finish: Medallion MERIDIAN 40” X 56” RECT. DINING HEIGHT FIRE TABLE Finish: Medallion with Quarry Embellished top
*Fabrics no longer supported
NOT WAREHoused

MATERIAL: Cast and extruded aluminum
CUSHIONS: Optional if not shown
TABLE COMPLEMENTS: Channel, Fusion, Madrid II, Meridian, Modanò, Paradise, Talia
PHOTOS: Finish: Medallion; Fabric: Cast Ash

SLING & PADDED SLING NOT WAREHOUSEd

MATERIAL: Cast and extruded aluminum, sling/padded sling
PADDED SLING: Different fabric selection available for front and back. Higher height (H) and seat height (SH) shown is for padded slings.
TABLE COMPLEMENTS: Channel, Fusion, Madrid II, Meridian, Modanò, Paradise, Talia
SLING PHOTOS: DINING CHAIR AND SWIVEL ROCKER Finish: Medallion; Fabric: Wicker Veranda Nutmeg*
SWIVEL BALCONY STOOL AND SWIVEL BAR STOOL Finish: Ebony; Fabric: Wicker Veranda Nutmeg* OTHERS Finish: Medallion; Fabric: Casteele Dune *Fabric no longer supported
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Sling#</th>
<th>Padded Sling#</th>
<th>Width</th>
<th>Depth</th>
<th>Height</th>
<th>Seat Height</th>
<th>Arm Height</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>LOUNGE CHAIR</strong></td>
<td>50160021</td>
<td>61160022</td>
<td>54.5</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>16/18</td>
<td>24.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SWIVEL ROCKING LOUNGE CHAIR</strong></td>
<td>50160024</td>
<td>61160022</td>
<td>28.5</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>16/18</td>
<td>24.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LOVESEAT</strong></td>
<td>50160022</td>
<td>61160022</td>
<td>54.5</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>16/18</td>
<td>24.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OTTOMAN</strong></td>
<td>6116000G</td>
<td>6216000G</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>16/18</td>
<td>16/18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CHAISE LOUNGE</strong></td>
<td>50160009</td>
<td>61160009</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>16/18</td>
<td>25.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DINING CHAIR</strong></td>
<td>20160001</td>
<td></td>
<td>25.5</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>34.5</td>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>25.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SWIVEL ROCKER</strong></td>
<td>20160011</td>
<td></td>
<td>25.5</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>35.5</td>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>25.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**STRAP NOT WAREHOUSED**

**MATERIAL:** Cast and extruded aluminum, strap

**TABLE COMPLEMENTS:** Channel, Fusion, Madrid II, Meridian, Modanō, Paradise, Taliā

**STRAP PHOTOS:** Finish: Ebony; Strap: Coal
Versatile and not limited to any style, Plank stools and benches are the statement collection or the added plus.
True to its transitional style, the Treviso collection focuses on the delicate interplay and impeccable transitions between its lines and materials. The hallmark of Treviso is how the elegant back casting flows effortlessly from aluminum to wicker, creating a comfortable, form-fitting back contour. Its gentle, curved legs attach to a gracefully arched arm, while the wicker seat creates a sense of harmony with its mixed material back. The combination of these beautiful transitions and thoughtful use of materials makes Treviso an elegant choice for any space.
DINING CHAIR Finish: Mink; Woven: Graphite; Fabric: Cast Ash 40428-0000

PHOTOS CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: CHAISE LOUNGE Finish: Black; Woven: Eclipse; Fabric: Cast Silver 40433-0000; Pillows: Solid Crimson 5451; Melody Chrome 8713; MERIDIAN 24" ROUND UMBRELLA END TABLE WITH 7.5' UMBRELLA Finish: Black; Fabric: Cast Silver 40433-0000 with Melody Chrome 8713; STATIONARY BALCONY STOOLS W/O ARMS Finish: Black; Woven: Eclipse; Fabric: Solid Crimson 5451; FUSION 30" SQUARE BALCONY TABLE Finish: Black with Black Embellished top

STATIONARY BALCONY STOOLS W/O ARMS Finish: Black; Woven: Eclipse; Fabric: Solid Crimson 5451

DETAIL PHOTO Woven: Graphite; Fabric: Spectrum Mushroom 48031-0000

DETAIL PHOTO Finish: Mink; Fabric: Spectrum Mushroom 48031-0000

DINING CHAIRS & SIDE CHAIRS Finish: Mink; Woven: Graphite; Fabric: Scale Taupe* 9' UMBRELLA WITH XL5 UMBRELLA BASE Finish: Black; Fabric: Spectrum Mushroom 48031-0000 with Scale Taupe* top; TAUSA 42" X 86" RECT. DINING TABLE Finish: Mina MICONCO 114" GRILL & LARGE BEVERAGE CENTER ISLAND Finish: Mina cabinetry with Truffle countertops; SWIVEL ROCKERS & DINING CHAIRS Finish: Black; Woven: Mist Fabric: Melody Chrome 8713; MERIDIAN 44" X 86" RECT. DINING HEIGHT FIRE TABLE Finish: Black with Black Embellished top

* Fabric no longer supported
TREVISO

SIDE CHAIR
FRAME: 70540010
CUSHION: GCTR00DN
W:20  D:25.5  H:35.5  SH:19.5

SWIVEL ROCKER
FRAME: 70540011
CUSHION: GCTR00DN
W:24  D:25.5  H:35.5  SH:19.5  AH:25.5

STATIONARY BALCONY STOOL
W/O ARMS
FRAME: 70540016
CUSHION: GCTR00DN
W:20  D:27  H:41  SH:25

SWIVEL BAR STOOL
FRAME: 70540007
CUSHION: GCTR00DN

DINING CHAIR
FRAME: 70540001
CUSHION: GCTR00DN
W:24  D:25.5  H:35.5  SH:19.5  AH:25.5

SIDE CHAIR
FRAME: 70540010
CUSHION: GCTR00DN
W:24  D:25.5  H:35.5

SWIVEL BALCONY STOOL
FRAME: 70540006
CUSHION: GCTR00DN

STATIONARY BALCONY STOOL
W/O ARMS
FRAME: 70540018
CUSHION: GCTR00DN
W:20  D:27  H:41  SH:25

WAREHOUSED IN
MINK #99 & GRAPHITE #W19

MATERIAL:
Cast and extruded aluminum, woven

CUSHIONS:
Optional if not shown

TABLE COMPLEMENTS:
Channel, Fusion, Lattice, Meridian, Modanō, Plank, Tilia

PHOTOS:
Finish: Black; Woven: Mist; Fabric: Cast Silver

*Different fabric selection available for seat and back cushion
†Treviso sofa seat and sofa 1 piece back: fabric must be railroaded if using a patterned or striped fabric
TREVIS

STATIONARY BAR STOOL
W/O ARMS
FRAME: 70540017
CUSHION: GCTR00DN
W:20  D:27  H:47  SH:31

LOUNGE CHAIR
FRAME: 70540021
CUSHION: GCTR00LC*
W:26.5  D:31  H:32.5  SH:19  AH:24

SWIVEL ROCKING LOUNGE CHAIR
FRAME: 70540024
CUSHION: GCTR00LC*
W:26.5  D:31  H:32.5  SH:19  AH:24

LOVESEAT
FRAME: 70540022
CUSHION: GCTR00LS*
W:49  D:32.5  H:32.5  SH:19  AH:24

SOFA
FRAME: 70540023
CUSHION: GCTR00SF*
†
W:71  D:32.5  H:32.5  SH:19  AH:24

STATIONARY BAR STOOL
W/O ARMS
FRAME: 70540017
CUSHION: GCTR00DN
W:20  D:27  H:47  SH:31

LOUNGE CHAIR
FRAME: 70540021
CUSHION: GCTR00LC*
W:26.5  D:31  H:32.5  SH:19  AH:24

SWIVEL ROCKING LOUNGE CHAIR
FRAME: 70540024
CUSHION: GCTR00LC*
W:26.5  D:31  H:32.5  SH:19  AH:24

LOVESEAT
FRAME: 70540022
CUSHION: GCTR00LS*
W:49  D:32.5  H:32.5  SH:19  AH:24

SOFA
FRAME: 70540023
CUSHION: GCTR00SF*
†
W:71  D:32.5  H:32.5  SH:19  AH:24

TABLES

Gensun tables are well known for offering the best in design, finish and durability. There are 15 table collections available to complement the seating design chosen. In addition to our 21 frame finishes, the table tops of Madrid II, Meridian, Fusion and Talia are available in 6 embellished finishes and 3 stone impression finishes. All Gensun cast aluminum table tops come with a lifetime structural limited residential warranty.
MATERIAL: Cast aluminum
FURNITURE COMPLEMENTS: Alexee, Bel Air, Bella Vista, Columbia, Florence, Grand Terrace, Largo, Michigan, Terrace, Verona
PHOTOS: Finish: Black
See page 146 for pedestal tables and page 19 for lifestyle photo

NOT WAREHOUSED
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Style</th>
<th>SKU</th>
<th>W:</th>
<th>D:</th>
<th>H:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>21&quot; SQUARE END TABLE</td>
<td>11230E21</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21&quot; X 42&quot; RECT. COFFEE TABLE</td>
<td>102300F1</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROUND CHAT TABLE*</td>
<td>48&quot;</td>
<td>10230M48</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54&quot;</td>
<td>10230M54*</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W: 48/54</td>
<td>D: 48/54</td>
<td>H: 21</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROUND DINING TABLE</td>
<td>48&quot;</td>
<td>11230A48</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54&quot;</td>
<td>10230A54*</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W: 48/54</td>
<td>D: 48/54</td>
<td>H: 21</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42&quot; X 86&quot; OVAL DINING TABLE</td>
<td>112300B3</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48&quot; ROUND BAR TABLE</td>
<td>10230L48</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FLORENCE

MATERIAL: Cast aluminum
FURNITURE COMPLEMENTS: Alexee, Florence
PHOTOS: SERVING TRAY Finish: Midnight Gold OTHERS Finish: Black
See page 22 for lifestyle photo

WAREHOUSED IN

DESK BRONZE #15

*Not warehoused
WAREHOUSED IN

DESSERT #15  MIDNIGHT #60  SHADE #92  VINTAGE #90

See page 147 for pedestal tables and pages 6, 7, 15, 33, 34 and 64 for lifestyle photos

*Not warehoused

MATERIAL: Cast aluminum

FURNITURE COMPLEMENTS: Alexee, Bel Air, Bell Vista, Columbia, Florence, Grand Terrace, Largo, Michigan, Terrace, Verona

PHOTOS: UMBRELLA END TABLES, 42" X 63" AND 42" X 72" RECT. BALCONY TABLES Finish: Vintage 60" X 80" GEO DINING TABLE, SERVING TRAY, CONSOLE TABLE AND TOWEL RACK Finish: Midnight Gold OTHERS Finish: Black
### GRAND TERRACE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table Description</th>
<th>Model Number</th>
<th>Dimensions</th>
<th>Color Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>42” X 86” OVAL DINING TABLE</td>
<td>103400B3</td>
<td>W:86, D:82, H:29</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60” X 80” GEO DINING TABLE</td>
<td>103400J1</td>
<td>W:80, D:60, H:29</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60” X 90” RECT. DINING TABLE</td>
<td>103400C6</td>
<td>W:90, D:60, H:29 5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72” X 102” GEO DINING TABLE</td>
<td>103400J2</td>
<td>W:102, D:72, H:29</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48” X 112” RECTANGULAR DINING TABLE</td>
<td>103400C4</td>
<td>W:112, D:48, H:29</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72” X 102” GEO BAR TABLE</td>
<td>1034L0J2</td>
<td>W:102, D:72, H:40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44” X 74”/114” EXTENSION DINING TABLE</td>
<td>103400H1</td>
<td>W:74/114, D:44, H:29</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42” X 63”/72” BAR TABLE</td>
<td>103400C1</td>
<td>W:63/72, D:42, H:36</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72” X 102” GEO BALCONY TABLE</td>
<td>103400J2</td>
<td>W:102, D:72, H:36</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48” X 112” RECTANGULAR DINING TABLE</td>
<td>103400C4</td>
<td>W:112, D:48, H:29</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72” X 102” GEO BAR TABLE</td>
<td>1034L0J2</td>
<td>W:102, D:72, H:40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42” BAKERS RACK</td>
<td>103408R2</td>
<td>W:42, D:30, H:72</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOWEL RACK</td>
<td>ACCETR02</td>
<td>W:34, D:34, H:49.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SERVING CART (WELDED)</td>
<td>1034WD0X</td>
<td>W:37.5, D:26.5, H:35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAZY SUSAN</td>
<td>ACCETR02</td>
<td>W:31, D:19.5, H:5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:**
- All measurements are in inches.
- Colors and additional details may vary by model.
- Contact Gensun for more information.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table Type</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Dimensions</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>26&quot; Round End Table</td>
<td>1034TA26/108800KE</td>
<td>Top/Base</td>
<td>W:26 D:26 H:21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48&quot; Round Chat Table</td>
<td>1034TA48/108800KM</td>
<td>Top/Base</td>
<td>W:48 D:48 H:29</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Round Dining Table 48&quot;</td>
<td>1034TA48/108800KA</td>
<td>Top/Base</td>
<td>W:48 D:48 H:29</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Round Dining Table 54&quot;</td>
<td>1034TA54/108800KA</td>
<td>Top/Base</td>
<td>W:54 D:54 H:29</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26&quot; Round End Table</td>
<td>1034TA26/108800KE</td>
<td>Top/Base</td>
<td>W:26 D:26 H:21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48&quot; Round Chat Table</td>
<td>1034TA48/108800KM</td>
<td>Top/Base</td>
<td>W:48 D:48 H:29</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Round Balcony Table 48&quot;</td>
<td>1034TA48/108800KN</td>
<td>Top/Base</td>
<td>W:48 D:48 H:36</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Round Balcony Table 54&quot;</td>
<td>1034TA54/108800KN</td>
<td>Top/Base</td>
<td>W:54 D:54 H:36</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Round Bar Table 48&quot;</td>
<td>1034TA48/108800KL</td>
<td>Top/Base</td>
<td>W:48 D:48 H:40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42&quot; x 86&quot; Rect. Dining Table</td>
<td>101400A48/101400C5</td>
<td>Top/Base</td>
<td>W:42 D:86 H:30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36&quot; Round Dining Table</td>
<td>101400A36</td>
<td>Top/Base</td>
<td>W:36 D:36 H:30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48&quot; Round Dining Table</td>
<td>101400A48</td>
<td>Top/Base</td>
<td>W:48 D:48 H:30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38&quot; x 72&quot; Rect. Dining Table</td>
<td>101400A56</td>
<td>Top/Base</td>
<td>W:38 D:72 H:30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**NOT WAREHOUSED**

**Material:** Cast aluminum

**Furniture Complements:** Alexee, Bel Air, Bella Vista, Columbia, Florence, Grand Terrace, Largo, Michigan, Terrace, Verona

**Photos:** Finish: Onyx

See pages 129 and 223 for lifestyle photos
WAREHOUSED IN

BLACK #37
VINTAGE #90

MATERIAL: Cast aluminum

FURNITURE COMPLEMENTS: Alexee, Columbia, Florence, Grand Terrace, Michigan, Terrace, Verona

PHOTOS: Finish: Black
See pages 50 and 52 for lifestyle photos

NOT WAREHOUSED

MATERIAL: Cast aluminum

FURNITURE COMPLEMENTS: Alexee, Bel Air, Bella Vista, Florence, Grand Terrace, Michigan, Terrace, Verona

PHOTOS: ROUND END TABLES AND 42" X 86" RECT. DINING TABLE Finish: Midnight Gold 48" ROUND CHAT TABLE Finish: Onyx
See pages 24 and 59 for lifestyle photos
## REGAL

### ROUND BALCONY TABLE
- **Size:** 48” W x 48” D x 36” H
- **Model:** 1088TA48
- **Base:** 108800KN

### 42” X 63” OVAL BALCONY TABLE
- **Size:** 48” W x 48” D x 36” H
- **Model:** 1088TA48
- **Base:** 108800KN

### 60” X 80” GEO BALCONY TABLE
- **Size:** 60” W x 60” D x 36” H
- **Model:** 10880TJ1
- **Base:** 108800KN

### 60” X 80” GEO BAR TABLE
- **Size:** 60” W x 60” D x 40” H
- **Model:** 10880TJ1
- **Base:** 108800KL

### 42” X 86” RECT. BALCONY TABLE
- **Size:** 86” W x 42” D x 36” H
- **Model:** 10880TC3
- **Base:** 108800KN

### 42” X 86” RECT. BAR TABLE
- **Size:** 86” W x 42” D x 40” H
- **Model:** 10880TC3
- **Base:** 108800KL

### BAR TABLE
- **Size:** 65” W x 41” D x 41” H
- **Model:** 1088000W

### 24” LAZY SUSAN
- **Size:** 24” W x 24” D x 1” H
- **Model:** 108800AS

### SERVING CART (WELDED)
- **Size:** 39” W x 26.5” D x 35” H
- **Model:** 1088WD0X

### SERVING TRAY
- **Size:** 31” W x 19” D x 5” H
- **Model:** ACCETRRE

### 24” LAZY SUSAN
- **Size:** 24” W x 24” D x 1” H
- **Model:** 108800AS
VERONA

21" ROUND END TABLE
8041RE21
W:21 D:21 H:18

21" SQUARE END TABLE
8041OE21
W:21 D:21 H:21

21" X 42" RECT. COFFEE TABLE
804100F1
W:42 D:21 H:18

ROUND CHAT TABLE
48": 80410M48
54": 80410M54
W:48/54 D:48/54 H:21

36" SQUARE DINING TABLE
80410036
W:36 D:36 H:29.5

ROUND DINING TABLE
48": 80410A48
54": 80410A54
W:48/54 D:48/54 H:29.5

42" X 86" OVAL DINING TABLE
804100B3
W:86 D:42.5 H:29.5

48" ROUND BAR TABLE
80410L48
W:48 D:48 H:41

23" LAZY SUSAN
804100AS
W:23 D:23 H:1.5

NOT WAREHOUSED

MATERIAL: Cast aluminum

FURNITURE COMPLEMENTS: Alexee, Columbia, Florence, Grand Terrace, Michigan, Terrace, Verona

PHOTO: Finish: Black

See pages 59 and 60 for lifestyle photos
ROUND PEDESTAL TABLE TOPS
36” ROUND PEDESTAL TABLE TOP | 1031PT36
48” ROUND PEDESTAL TABLE TOP | 1031PT48

TOPS NOT WAREHOUSED
MATERIAL: Cast aluminum
FURNITURE COMPLEMENTS: Alexee, Bel Air, Bella Vista, Columbia, Florence, Grand Terrace, Largo, Michigan, Terrace, Verona
PHOTOS: Finish: Black

ROUND PEDESTAL TABLE POLES
29” DINING HEIGHT PEDESTAL POLE: ACCEPP29
36” BALCONY HEIGHT PEDESTAL POLE: ACCEPP36
42” BAR HEIGHT PEDESTAL POLE: ACCEPP42

SQUARE PEDESTAL TABLE TOPS
30” SQUARE PEDESTAL TABLE TOP: 1034PTD1
36” SQUARE PEDESTAL TABLE TOP: 1034PTD2

PEDESTAL TABLE BASE
ACCEPB01

ROUND PEDESTAL TABLE TOPS
36” ROUND PEDESTAL TABLE TOP | 1034PT36
42” ROUND PEDESTAL TABLE TOP | 1034PT42

TOPS, POLES & BASE WAREHOUSED IN
MATERIAL: Cast aluminum
FURNITURE COMPLEMENTS: Alexee, Bel Air, Bella Vista, Columbia, Florence, Grand Terrace, Largo, Michigan, Terrace, Verona
PHOTOS: Finish: Black
See page 43 and 51 for lifestyle photos

See page 43 and 51 for lifestyle photos

MATERIAL: Cast aluminum
FURNITURE COMPLEMENTS: Alexee, Bel Air, Bella Vista, Columbia, Florence, Grand Terrace, Largo, Michigan, Terrace, Verona
PHOTOS: Finish: Black

DESERT BRONZE #15
MIDNIGHT GOLD #63
SHADE #92
VINTAGE #90
22” SQUARE END TABLE
10190E22
W:22.5  D:22.5  H:21

22” ROUND END TABLE
10190E22
W:22.5  D:22.5  H:21

27” X 44” RECT. COFFEE TABLE
101900F5
W:44  D:27  H:17.5

53” ROUND DINING TABLE
10190A53
W:53  D:53  H:29.5

61” HEXAGON DINING TABLE
10196A61
W:61  D:53  H:29.5

62” X 90” RECTANGULAR DINING TABLE
101900C4
W:90  D:62  H:29.5

61” HEXAGON DINING TABLE
10196A61
W:61  D:53  H:29.5

44” X 86” RECT. DINING TABLE
101900C9
W:86  D:44  H:29.5

60” X 70”/114” EXTENSION DINING TABLE
101908H2
W:70/114  D:44  H:29.5

53” ROUND DINING TABLE
10190A53
W:53  D:53  H:29.5

61” HEXAGON DINING TABLE
10196A61
W:61  D:53  H:29.5

62” X 90” RECTANGULAR DINING TABLE
101900C4
W:90  D:62  H:29.5

61” HEXAGON DINING TABLE
10196A61
W:61  D:53  H:29.5

44” X 86” RECT. DINING TABLE
101900C9
W:86  D:44  H:29.5

60” X 70”/114” EXTENSION DINING TABLE
101908H2
W:70/114  D:44  H:29.5

NOT WAREHOUSED

MATERIAL: Cast and extruded aluminum

FURNITURE COMPLEMENTS: Aloevee, Amari, Bel Air, Bello Vista, Cabrisa, Drake, Echelon, Edge & Wave, Largo, Morro Bay, Phoenix, Terrace, Treviso

PHOTOS: Finish: Black
See page 163 for pedestal tables and pages 78, 79, 82 and 83 for lifestyle photos
**DRAKE**

**NOT WAREHOUSED**
**MATERIAL:** Cast and stamped aluminum
**FURNITURE COMPLEMENTS:** Drake

**PHOTO:** Finish: Dove
See page 226 for lifestyle photo

**30” SQUARE MODULAR TABLE**
1018TE30/101800KE
W:30  D:30  H:12

---

**FUSION**

**NOT WAREHOUSED**
**MATERIAL:** Cast and stamped aluminum
**FURNITURE COMPLEMENTS:** Aleaua, Amari, Cabrisa, Columbia, Drake, Echelon, Edge & Wave, Lotus, Phoenix, Plank, Treviso

**PHOTOS:** Finish: Black
See pages 68, 69, 99, 114 and 124 for lifestyle photos

**22” SQUARE END TABLE (16” H)**
1030E22
W:22  D:22  H:16

**22” SQUARE END TABLE (21” H)**
10300E22
W:22  D:22  H:21

**22” X 40” RECT. COFFEE TABLE (16” H)**
103012F1
W:40  D:22  H:16

**40” SQUARE COFFEE TABLE (16” H)**
103012F4
W:40  D:40  H:16

**30” SQUARE DINING TABLE**
10300D30
W:30  D:30  H:29

**48” ROUND DINING TABLE**
10300A48
W:48  D:48  H:29

**RECTANGULAR DINING TABLE**
42” X 63”: 10300C1
42” X 86”: 10300C3
W:63/86  D:42  H:29

---

**30” SQUARE BALCONY TABLE**
1030ND30
W:30  D:30  H:36

**30” SQUARE BALCONY TABLE**
10300D30
W:30  D:30  H:29

**48” ROUND DINING TABLE**
10300A48
W:48  D:48  H:29

---

**30” SQUARE MODULAR TABLE**
1018TE30/101800KE
W:30  D:30  H:12
LATTICE

44" ROUND BALCONY TABLE
1029NA44
W:44  D:44  H:36

44" ROUND BAR TABLE
10290L44
W:44  D:44  H:40

23" LAZY SUSAN
10290SAS
W:23  D:23  H:1

SQUARE END TABLE
24"  10430E24
30"  10430E30
W:24/30  D:24/30  H:21

RECTANGULAR COFFEE TABLE
24" X 48"  10430F3
30" X 48"  10430F6
W:48  D:24/30  H:19

48" SQUARE COFFEE TABLE
10430F7
W:48  D:48  H:21

SQUARE END TABLE
42"  10430M42
48"  10430M48
54"  10430M54
W:42/48/54  D:42/48/54  H:21

ROUND END TABLE
48"  10430A48
54"  10430A54
60"  10430A60
W:48/54/60  D:48/54/60  H:29.5

60" SQUARE DINING TABLE
10430D60
W:60  D:60  H:29.5

60" X 80" GEO DINING TABLE
10430OJ1
W:60  D:80  H:29.5

72" X 102" GEO DINING TABLE
10430OJ2
W:102  D:72  H:29.5

MADRID II

60" SQUARE DINING TABLE
10430D60
W:60  D:60  H:29.5

60" X 80" GEO DINING TABLE
10430OJ1
W:60  D:80  H:29.5

72" X 102" GEO DINING TABLE
10430OJ2
W:102  D:72  H:29.5

NOT WAREHOUSED

MATERIAL:
Cast and extruded aluminum

FURNITURE COMPLEMENTS:
Alexee, Bel Air, Bella Vista, Cabrisa, Drake, Edge & Wave, Florence, Grand Terrace, Largo, Michigan, Phoenix, Terrace, Verona

PHOTOS:
Finish: Black
See page 165 for pedestal tables
MADRID II

**RECTANGULAR DINING TABLE**
- 42" x 63": 104300C1
- 42" x 72": 104300C2
- 42" x 86": 104300C3
  W:63/72/86; D:42; H:29.5

**ROUND BALCONY TABLE**
- 40": 1043NA40
  W:54/60; D:54/60; H:36

**42" X 72" RECT. BALCONY TABLE**
- 10430NC2
  W:72; D:42; H:36

**BAR**
- 104300W
  W:65; D:41; H:41

**CONSOLE TABLE**
- 10430CT1
  W:58; D:17; H:32.5

**BUFFET TABLE**
- 10430BT1
  W:56; D:17; H:37

**BAKERS RACK**
- 42": 10430BR2
- 56": 10430BR1
  W:42/56; D:20; H:72

**23" LAZY SUSAN**
- 10430AS
  W:23; D:23; H:1

**48" ROUND BAR TABLE**
- 10430L48
  W:48; D:48; H:60.5

**BAR**
- 104300W
  W:65; D:41; H:41

**CONSOLE TABLE**
- 10430CT1
  W:58; D:17; H:32.5
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>WAREHOUSED IN</strong></th>
<th><strong>MATERIAL:</strong> Cast and extruded aluminum</th>
<th><strong>FURNITURE COMPLEMENTS:</strong> All</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CARBON #35</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**PHOTO:** Finish: Black
See pages 124 and 224 for lifestyle photos

**WAREHOUSED IN**

**MATERIAL:** Extruded aluminum

**FURNITURE COMPLEMENTS:** Amari, Cabrisa, Drake, Echelon, Plank, Treviso

**PHOTO:** END TABLES AND 25” X 72” BALCONY AND BAR TABLES Finish: Carbon
OTHERS Finish: Black
See pages 87 and 121 for lifestyle photos
PLANK

ROUND BALCONY TABLE
44" 11460L44
W:44 D:44 H:40

44" ROUND BAR TABLE
11460L44
W:44 D:44 H:40

25" X 72" RECT. BAR TABLE
11460LC2
W:72 D:25.5 H:40

TALIA

ROUND BALCONY TABLE
44" 11460NA44
W:44 D:44 H:40

22" SQUARE END TABLE (16" H)*
1044E22
W:22 D:22 H:16

22" SQUARE END TABLE (21" H)
1044E23
W:22 D:22 H:21

22" X 40" RECT. COFFEE TABLE (16" H)*
104412F1
W:40 D:22 H:16

22" X 40" RECT. COFFEE TABLE (12" H)*
104412F4
W:40 D:22 H:12

30" SQUARE DINING TABLE
10440D30
W:30 D:30 H:29

48" ROUND DINING TABLE
10440A48
W:48 D:48 H:29

40" SQUARE COFFEE TABLE (12" H)*
104412F4
W:40 D:40 H:12

40" SQUARE COFFEE TABLE (16" H)
104412F4
W:40 D:40 H:16

RECTANGULAR DINING TABLE
42" X 63" 104400C1
42" X 86" 104400C3
W:63/86 D:42 H:29

WAREHOUSED IN

- MINK #99 WITH TRUFFLE EMBELLISHED #57 TOP
- MIDNIGHT GOLD #46
- MINK #49 WITH TRUFFLE EMBELLISHED #57 TOP

*MATERIAL: Extruded and stamped aluminum

FURNITURE COMPLEMENTS: Akees, Amari, Ariya, Bel Air, Bello Vista, Cabrisa, Columbia, Drake, Echelon, Edge & Wave, Florencie, Grand Terrace, Jaywy, Largo, Lohus, Michigan, Momo Bay, Phoeniix, Terraza, Treviso, Varona

PHOTOS: Finish: Black

See pages 5, 75, 107, 108, 125, 126 and 223 for lifestyle photos
TALIA

30" SQUARE BALCONY TABLE
1044ND30
W:30  D:30  H:36

48" ROUND BALCONY TABLE
1044NA48
W:48  D:48  H:36

42" X 63" RECT. BALCONY TABLE
1044NCT1
W:63  D:62  H:36

30" SQUARE BAR TABLE
1044LD30
W:30  D:30  H:40

48" ROUND BAR TABLE
1044OL48
W:48  D:48  H:40

48" ROUND BALCONY TABLE
1044LD48
W:48  D:48  H:36

48" ROUND BAR TABLE
1044OL48
W:48  D:48  H:40

PEDESTAL – CHANNEL

36" ROUND PEDESTAL TABLE TOP
1019PT36

36" SQUARE PEDESTAL TABLE TOP
1019PTD2

29" DINING HEIGHT PEDESTAL POLE: ACCEPP29

36" BALCONY HEIGHT PEDESTAL POLE: ACCEPP36

42" BAR HEIGHT PEDESTAL POLE: ACCEPP42

XL8 PEDESTAL BASE
ACCEPB03

TOPS & BASE NOT WAREHOUSED

MATERIAL: Cast aluminum

FURNITURE COMPLEMENTS: Alexee, Amari, Aria, Bel Air, Bella Vista, Cabrisa, Drake, Echelon, Edge & Wave, Joyne, Largo, Morro Bay, Phoenix, Terrace, Treviso

PHOTOS: Finish: Black
PEDESTAL – LOTUS

MATERIAL: Cast aluminum
FURNITURE COMPLEMENTS: Lotus
PHOTOS: Finish: Black
See page 103 and 104 for lifestyle photos

ROUND PEDESTAL TABLE TOPS
- 30" ROUND PEDESTAL TABLE TOP: 1052PT30
- 36" ROUND PEDESTAL TABLE TOP: 1052PT36

SQUARE PEDESTAL TABLE TOP
- 30" SQUARE PEDESTAL TABLE TOP: 1053PT1

PEDESTAL TABLE POLES
- 29" Dinning Height Pedestal Pole: ACCELP29
- 36" Balcony Height Pedestal Pole: ACCELP36
- 42" Bar Height Pedestal Pole: ACCELP42

PEDESTAL TABLE BASE
ACCEPB02

PEDESTAL – MADRID II

MATERIAL: Cast aluminum
FURNITURE COMPLEMENTS: Alexee, Bel Air, Bella Vista, Cabrilsa, Drake, Edge & Wave, Florence, Grand Terrace, Jayne, Largo, Michigan, Phoenix, Terrace, Verona
PHOTOS: Finish: Black

RECT. PEDESTAL TABLE TOP
- 30" x 48" Rect. Pedestal Table Top: 1043PTC6

SQUARE PEDESTAL TABLE TOP
- 30" Square Pedestal Table Top: 1043PTD1

ROUND PEDESTAL TABLE TOPS
- 30" Round Pedestal Table Top: 1043PT30
- 36" Round Pedestal Table Top: 1043PT36

PEDESTAL TABLE POLES
- 29" Dinning Height Pedestal Pole: ACCEPP29
- 36" Balcony Height Pedestal Pole: ACCEPP36
- 42" Bar Height Pedestal Pole: ACCEPP42

PEDESTAL TABLE BASE
ACCEPB01

TOPS NOT WAREHOUSED

TOPS, POLES & BASE WAREHOUSED IN
- RUBY #71

See page 103 and 104 for lifestyle photos
Gensun fire tables are expertly crafted and come in many designs, sizes and heights. All fire tables include an aluminum cover for the burner/media area to keep the burn area clean and operating at peak performance. Fire table bases are available in contemporary and traditional designs. Fire tables feature 37,000 or 55,000 BTUs providing perfect ambiance and comfortable warmth. All Gensun cast aluminum fire table tops and fire table bases come with a lifetime structural limited residential warranty.

53" ROUND FIRE TABLE TOP
1019QT33
Fits 24" Square Bases

40" X 54" RECT. FIRE TABLE TOP
1019GTC7
Fits 19" x 33" Rect. Bases

Gensun fire tables are expertly crafted and come in many designs, sizes and heights. All fire tables include an aluminum cover for the burner/media area to keep the burn area clean and operating at peak performance. Fire table bases are available in contemporary and traditional designs. Fire tables feature 37,000 or 55,000 BTUs providing perfect ambiance and comfortable warmth. All Gensun cast aluminum fire table tops and fire table bases come with a lifetime structural limited residential warranty.

FIRE TABLES

PHOTOS: FIRE TABLE Modanō 24" Square Casual Height Base Finish: Black; 53" Round Fire Table Top Finish: Black TOPS Finish: Black
See page 178 for fire table bases

TOPS NOT WAREHOUSED

TOP MATERIAL: Cast aluminum

FURNITURE COMPLEMENTS: Alenea, Amari, Aria, Bel Air, Belita Vista, Cabrisa, Drake, Echelon, Edge & Wave, Jóyner, Largo, Morro Bay, Phoenix, Terrace, Treviso

FIRE TABLE BASE COMPLEMENTS: Modanō
TOPS WAREHOUSED IN

DESERT BRONZE #15
MIDNIGHT GOLD #60
 SHADE #92
VINTAGE #90

PHOTOS: FIRE TABLE Paradise 21" x 54" Rect. Dining Height Base Finish: Onyx; 44" x 86" Rect. Fire Table Top Finish: Shade TOPS Finish: Black

*Not warehoused

TOP MATERIAL: Cast aluminum

FURNITURE COMPLEMENTS: Alexee, Bel Air, Bella Vista, Columbia, Florence, Grand Terrace, Largo, Michigan, Terrace, Verona

FIRE TABLE BASE COMPLEMENTS: Paradise

See pages 178 and 179 for fire table bases and pages 33, 34 and 66 for lifestyle photos
TOPS NOT WAREHOUSED
PHOTOS: FIRE TABLE Paradise 19” x 33” Rect. Casual Height Base Finish: Onyx; 40” x 56” Rect. Fire Table Top Finish: Midnight Gold TOPS Finish: Black
See page 178 for fire table bases and pages 46 and 94 for lifestyle photos

TOP MATERIAL: Cast aluminum
FURNITURE COMPLEMENTS: Alexee, Aria, Bella Vista, Cabrisa, Drake, Edge & Wave, Florence, Grand Terrace, Jayne, Largo, Michigan, Morro Bay, Terrace, Treviso, Verona
FIRE TABLE BASE COMPLEMENTS: Modanō and Paradise

TOPS NOT WAREHOUSED
PHOTOS: FIRE TABLE Paradise 24” Square Casual Height Base Finish: Onyx; 54” Round Fire Table Top Finish: Onyx TOPS Finish: Black
See pages 178 and 179 for fire table bases and page 6 for lifestyle photo

TOP MATERIAL: Cast aluminum
FURNITURE COMPLEMENTS: Alexee, Bel Air, Bella Vista, Cabrisa, Drake, Edge & Wave, Florence, Grand Terrace, Jayne, Largo, Michigan, Phoenix, Terrace, Verona
FIRE TABLE BASE COMPLEMENTS: Paradise
**MERIDIAN**

**TOPS WAREHOUSED IN**

- **BLACK EMBELLISHED** #50
- **MINK EMBELLISHED** #54
- **QUARRY EMBELLISHED** #53
- **SHADE EMBELLISHED** #55
- **TRUFFLE EMBELLISHED** #57

**PHOTOS: FIRE TABLE**

- **Modanō**
  - 25” x 41” Rect. Casual Height
    - Base Finish: Carbon; 40” x 56” Rect. Fire Table Top w/ Offset Round Cover Finish: Quarry
    - Embellished TOPS Finish:
      - **Quarry Embellished** *Not warehoused*
      - **Black Embellished** #50
      - **Mink Embellished** #54
      - **Quarry Embellished** #53
      - **Shade Embellished** #55
      - **Truffle Embellished** #57

**TOP MATERIAL:** Cast aluminum

**FURNITURE COMPLEMENTS:**


**FIRE TABLE BASE COMPLEMENTS:**

- Modanō and Paradise

See pages 178 and 179 for fire table bases and pages 68, 74, 98, 114, 115, 124, 126 and 222 for lifestyle photos
TOPS NOT WAREHOUSED

PHOTO: FIRE TABLE Paradise 29” x 48” Rect. Balcony Height Base Finish: Onyx; 52” x 72” Oval Fire Table Top Finish: Midnight Gold TOPS Finish: Black

See pages 178 and 179 for fire table bases and page 113 for lifestyle photo

TOP MATERIAL: Cast aluminum

FURNITURE COMPLEMENTS: Alexew, Bel Air, Bella Vista, Columbia, Edge & Wave, Florence, Grand Terrace, Jayne, Largo, Lotus, Michigan, Morro Bay, Phoenix, Terrace, Verona

FIRE TABLE BASE COMPLEMENTS: Paradise

34” SQUARE FIRE TABLE TOP
1068GT34
Fits 24” Square Bases

42” SQUARE FIRE TABLE TOP
1068GT42
Fits 24” Square Bases

38” X 54” RECT. FIRE TABLE TOP
1068GTC7
Fits 19” x 33” Rect. Bases

42” ROUND FIRE TABLE TOP
1068GTR1
Fits 24” Square Bases

54” ROUND FIRE TABLE TOP
1068GTR4
Fits 24” Square Bases

52” X 72” OVAL FIRE TABLE TOP
1068GTB1
Fits 20” x 48” Rect. Bases
**PLANK**

**30" X 56" RECT. FIRE TABLE TOP**  
1088GTC7  
Fits 19" x 33" Rect. Bases

**TOP MATERIAL:** Extruded aluminum  
**FURNITURE COMPLEMENTS:** Amari, Cabritts, Drake, Echelon, Plane, Treviso  
**FIRE TABLE BASE COMPLEMENTS:** Modano

**PHOTOS:** Fire Table - Modano: 19" x 33" Rect. Chat Height  
Base Finish: Carbon; 39" x 56" Rect. Fire Table Top Finish: Carbon  
Top Finish: Black  
See page 178 for fire table bases and page 88 for lifestyle photos

---

**REGAL**

**42" SQUARE FIRE TABLE TOP**  
1088GTD42  
Fits 24" Square Bases

**TOPS NOT WAREHOUSED**  
**PHOTOS:** Fire Table - Paradise: 24" Square  
Casual Height  
Base Finish: Onyx; 42" Square Fire Table Top Finish: Desert Bronze  
Top Finish: Black  
See pages 178 and 179 for fire table bases and pages 5, 23 and 225 for lifestyle photos

**TOP MATERIAL:** Cast aluminum  
**FURNITURE COMPLEMENTS:** Alexee, Bel Air, Bella Vista, Florence, Grand Terrace, Michigan, Terrace, Verona  
**FIRE TABLE BASE COMPLEMENTS:** Paradise

---

**52" X 72" OVAL FIRE TABLE TOP**  
1088GTD1  
Fits 29" x 48" Rect. Bases

**38" X 56" RECT. FIRE TABLE TOP**  
1088GTC7  
Fits 19" x 33" Rect. Bases

**54" ROUND FIRE TABLE TOP**  
1088GTD64  
Fits 24" Square Bases
**FIRE TABLE BASES**

**20” SQUARE BASES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Height</th>
<th>Modanō</th>
<th>Paradise</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chat</td>
<td>1167GBL8</td>
<td>1168GBL8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Casual</td>
<td>1167GBL2</td>
<td>1168GBL2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dining</td>
<td>1167GBL4</td>
<td>1168GBL4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balcony</td>
<td>1167GBL2</td>
<td>1168GBL2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fits 24” square fire table tops.

**STYLES**

- Modanō (M) on left
- Paradise (P) on right

**24” SQUARE BASES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Height</th>
<th>Modanō</th>
<th>Paradise</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chat</td>
<td>1167GBL2</td>
<td>1168GBL2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Casual</td>
<td>1167GBL2</td>
<td>1168GBL2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dining</td>
<td>1167GBL4</td>
<td>1168GBL4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balcony</td>
<td>1167GBL2</td>
<td>1168GBL2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fits all round and square fire table tops, except the 24” square tops.

**STYLES**

- Modanō (M) on left
- Paradise (P) on right

**19” X 33” RECTANGULAR BASES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Height</th>
<th>Modanō</th>
<th>Paradise</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Casual</td>
<td>1167GBL7</td>
<td>1168GBL7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dining</td>
<td>1167GBL7</td>
<td>1168GBL7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balcony</td>
<td>1167GBL7</td>
<td>1168GBL7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fits all rect. fire table tops except 24” x 60”, 44” x 86” and 40” x 56” w/offset round cover.

**STYLES**

- Modanō (M) on left
- Paradise (P) on right

**21” X 54” RECTANGULAR BASES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Height</th>
<th>Modanō</th>
<th>Paradise</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Casual</td>
<td>1167GBA3</td>
<td>1168GBA3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dining</td>
<td>1167GBA3</td>
<td>1168GBA3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balcony</td>
<td>1167GBA3</td>
<td>1168GBA3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fits 44” x 86” rect. tops.

**STYLES**

- Modanō (M) on left
- Paradise (P) on right

**25” X 41” RECTANGULAR BASES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Height</th>
<th>Modanō</th>
<th>Paradise</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Casual</td>
<td>1167GBA3</td>
<td>1168GBA3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dining</td>
<td>1167GBA3</td>
<td>1168GBA3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balcony</td>
<td>1167GBA3</td>
<td>1168GBA3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fits 52” x 72” oval fire table tops.

**STYLES**

- Modanō (M) on left
- Paradise (P) on right

**LP TANKS:** Chat height fire tables use an 11lb LP tank. Casual, dining, and balcony use a 20lb tank. LP tank sold separately.

**BTUs:** 55,000 for all fire table bases except for the 20” square chat height base which is 37,000. All fire table bases include a flame sensor.

**HEIGHTS:** Fire table base heights: Chat 21”, Casual 25.5”, Dining 28.5”, Balcony 35”. Fire table base w/top heights: Chat 22”, Casual 26.5”, Dining 29.5”, Balcony 36”

**MODANō PANELS:** Can choose a different door panel finish than the door frame for Modanō fire table bases. Please note finish colors on order.

**MATERIAL:** Modanō extruded aluminum

**PHOTOS:** Modanō Bases Finish: Carbon MERIDIAN TOPS Finish: Quarry Embellished PARADISE BASES

**FINISH:** Onyx GRAND TERRACE TOPS Finish: Shade

---

**FIRE TABLE BASES**

**20” X 56” RECTANGULAR BASES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Height</th>
<th>Modanō</th>
<th>Paradise</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Casual</td>
<td>1167GBL5</td>
<td>1168GBL5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dining</td>
<td>1167GBL5</td>
<td>1168GBL5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balcony</td>
<td>1167GBL5</td>
<td>1168GBL5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fits 24” x 30” rect. fire table tops.

**STYLES**

- Modanō (M) on left
- Paradise (P) on right

**21” X 54” RECTANGULAR BASES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Height</th>
<th>Modanō</th>
<th>Paradise</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Casual</td>
<td>1167GBA3</td>
<td>1168GBA3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dining</td>
<td>1167GBA3</td>
<td>1168GBA3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balcony</td>
<td>1167GBA3</td>
<td>1168GBA3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fits 44” x 86” rect. tops.

**STYLES**

- Modanō (M) on left
- Paradise (P) on right

**25” X 41” RECTANGULAR BASE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Height</th>
<th>Modanō</th>
<th>Paradise</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Casual</td>
<td>1167GBA3</td>
<td>1168GBA3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dining</td>
<td>1167GBA3</td>
<td>1168GBA3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balcony</td>
<td>1167GBA3</td>
<td>1168GBA3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fits 52” x 72” oval fire table tops.

**STYLES**

- Modanō (M) on left
- Paradise (P) on right

---

**MODANō WAREHOUNDED IN**

**CARBON #35**

**MIDNIGHT GOLD #60**

**ONYX #26**

**VINTAGE #90**

*Not warehoused*
NOT WAREHOUSED

INCLUDES: A 10 foot commercial propane hose, natural gas fittings and flame sensor.

BTU: 55,000

PANeLS: Can choose a different top and panel finish than the frame. Please note finish colors on order.

MATERIAL: Cast and extruded aluminum

PHOTOS: 40” X 56” RECT. FIRE TABLE W/OFFSET ROUND COVER Finish: Carbon 40” X 56” RECT. FIRE TABLE W/RECT. COVER Finish: Carbon with Smoke panels

40” X 56” RECT. FIRE TABLE
W/RECT. COVER
1149GFCC
W:56  D:40  H:14

PILLOW HEIGHT FIRE TABLES

FIRE MEDIA – WAREHOUSED

One carton of fire media fills all burners. Fire media sold separately.

LAVA GRANULES
ACCEGG0137
BLACK
ACCEGG0137
BLACK REFLECTIVE
ACCEGG0337
ICE
ACCEGG0139
ICE REFLECTIVE
ACCEGG0339

LIGHT RED
ACCEGG021R
COBALT BLUE
ACCEGG011C
COBALT BLUE REFLECTIVE
ACCEGG031C
FORD BLUE
ACCEGG011F
FORD BLUE REFLECTIVE
ACCEGG031F

ASH BROWN
ACCEGG011A
ASH BROWN REFLECTIVE
ACCEGG031A
BRONZE
ACCEGG0138
BRONZE REFLECTIVE
ACCEGG0338

FIRE TABLE ACCESSORIES

WIND SCREENs – WAREHOUSED

1. For 24” square fire table tops.
2. For all square (except 24”), round and 40” X 56” w/offset round cover fire table tops.

18” ROUND WIND SCREEN: 1. ACCEWSR1
25” ROUND WIND SCREEN: ACCEWSRD

15” X 33” RECT WIND SCREEN: ACCEWSRE
11” X 42” RECT. WIND SCREEN: ACCEWSRC
11” X 53” RECT. WIND SCREEN: ACCEWSRC
3. For 38” x 56”, 30” x 56” and 40” x 56” rectangular fire table tops.
4. For 24” x 60” rectangular fire table tops.
5. For 48” x 86” rectangular fire table tops.
FIRE TABLE ACCESSORIES

FIRE TABLE COVERS – WAREHOUSED
Choice of fabrics limited to Sunbrella Canvas RAIN or Spectrum RAIN.

24" SQUARE: GFPCGT24

26" SQUARE: GFPCGT26

26" X 60" RECT: GFPCGT65

30" X 56" / 36" X 56" / 40" X 56" RECT: GFPCGT37

39" SQUARE: GFPCGT39

42" ROUND: GFPCGT1

42" ROUND: GFPCGT34

52" X 72" OVAL: GFPCGT81

38" X 56" / 39" X 56" / 40" X 56" RECT: GFPCGT77

MIDANO PROPANE TANK END TABLE – NOT WAREHOUSED
Can choose a different top and door panel finish than the door frame. Please note finish colors on order. Accommodates a 20lb LP tank. LP Tank sold separately.

106PTET: W:22 D:22 H:24

OUTDOOR KITCHENS
Using our skills and craftsmanship in cast and extruded aluminum design and manufacturing we can give you a beautiful outdoor kitchen that will withstand the outdoor elements and coordinates with your Gensun outdoor furniture. These stylish, durable and easy to assemble outdoor kitchens come in a wide variety of pre-designed kitchen islands or you can design your own kitchen using our cabinets and choosing your own countertop. All Gensun kitchen cabinets and countertops have a lifetime structural limited residential warranty.
DESIGNING AND BUILDING AN OUTDOOR KITCHEN OFTEN REQUIRE AN EXTENSIVE AND DETAILED PROCESS THAT CAN EASILY END UP BEING A FEW MONTHS BEFORE YOU GET TO THE FINAL PRODUCT. NOW, GEN SUN GIVES YOU THE ABILITY TO HAVE AN OUTDOOR KITCHEN IN DAYS. USING OUR SKILLS AND CRAFTSMANSHIP IN CAST AND EXTRUDED ALUMINUM DESIGN AND MANUFACTURING, WE CAN GIVE YOU A BEAUTIFUL OUTDOOR KITCHEN THAT WILL WITHSTAND THE OUTDOOR ELEMENTS AND COORDINATE WITH YOUR GEN SUN OUTDOOR FURNITURE. THESE STYLISH, DURABLE AND EASY TO ASSEMBLE OUTDOOR KITCHENS COME IN A WIDE VARIETY OF PRE-DESIGNED KITCHEN ISLANDS OR YOU CAN DESIGN YOUR OWN KITCHEN USING OUR CABINETS AND CHOOSE YOUR OWN COUNTERTOPS.

PRE-DESIGNED KITCHEN ISLANDS

PRE-DESIGNED ISLANDS ORDER GUIDE

OUR CABINETS AND CHOOSE YOUR OWN COUNTERTOPS AND APPLIANCES

OUTDOOR KITCHEN FEATURES & BENEFITS

CABINET FEATURES & BENEFITS

• Fully welded extruded aluminum frames for strength, durability and weather resistance.
• Cast aluminum or extruded/stamped aluminum doors, back and end panels for beauty, coordination with Gen Sun outdoor furniture and weather resistance.
• Stainless steel hardware for durability and weather resistance.
• Removable drawers providing easy cleaning.
• Removable aluminum shelving providing easy cleaning and accessibility.
• 1" adjustable legs to address uneven surfaces.
• Brackets to hold and position gas and electric lines.
• Assembly is simple with each cabinet connecting to the next with 4 bolts.

KITCHEN ISLANDS OFFER THE ABILITY TO MOVE YOUR KITCHEN TO A NEW LOCATION OR HOME. APPLIANCE OPENING PANELS PROVIDE OPTIONS FOR BUILT-IN REFRIGERATORS AND ICE MAKERS. THESE PANELS ALSO PROVIDE A FINISHED BACK TO YOUR KITCHEN.

FINISH FEATURES & BENEFITS

• Gen Sun offers 21 finish options for your outdoor kitchen cabinets and 30 finish options for your countertops giving you a wide variety of colors to match or complement your patio and home.

COUNTERTOP FEATURES & BENEFITS

• Cast aluminum for beauty, strength, and weather resistance.
• An overhang of 1.5 inches protecting the cabinets from spills and the elements.

SOME KITCHEN ISLANDS OFFER SEATING WITH SHADE OR A FIRE TABLE FOR YOUR ENJOYMENT.

Appliance Opening Panels providing options for built-in refrigerators and ice makers. These Panels also provide a finished back to your kitchen.

FINISH FEATURES & BENEFITS

• Gen Sun offers 21 finish options for your outdoor kitchen cabinets and 30 finish options for your countertops giving you a wide variety of colors to match or complement your patio and home.

APPLIANCES ACCOMMODATED

KAMADO GRILL CHOICES

• Big Green Egg up to large size
• Kamado Joe up to Classic 18”
• Other Kamado Grills up to 22” diameter
• Grill Dome up to large size
• Primo Oval Jr. and Primo Kamado

PERFORMANCE GRILLING SYSTEMS

• Fire Magic: A790i, E790i
• Napoleon: Prestige Pro 665 RB, Pro 560 RB
• Saber: S 3-Burner, Elite 3-Burner

SMALL BEVERAGE CENTER OPTIONS

• PGS Single Burner: 2383
• Fire Magic Single Burner: 3280
• PGS Double Side Burner

SIDE BURNER OPTIONS

• Bull Single Burners: 60008, 60009
• Saber Dual Burners: K0081814, K0082517

SABER DUAL BURNERS: K0081814, K0082517

• Fire Magic: A790i, E790i
• Napoleon: Prestige Pro 665 RB, Pro 560 RB
• Saber: S 3-Burner, Elite 3-Burner

SMALL BEVERAGE CENTER OPTIONS

GRILL AND SMALL BEVERAGE CENTER ISLANDS ACCOMMODATE THESE BEVERAGE CENTERS:

PGS SMALL BEVERAGE CENTER (WITH PGS GRILLS)

MAGNUM GRILLING SYSTEMS

• Fire Magic: A790i, E790i
• Napoleon: Prestige Pro 665 RB, Pro 560 RB
• Saber: S 3-Burner, Elite 3-Burner

ADDITIONAL ORDERING NOTES

APPLIANCES AND LP TANK SOLD SEPARATELY

FIRE MEDIA SOLD SEPARATELY FOR FIRE TABLE ISLAND:

DO NOT FORGET TO ADD FIRE MEDIA TO THE ORDER FOR THE FIRE TABLE ISLAND.

MODERN DOOR PANEL:

• If selecting a door panel finish different than the door frame, please note the finish color on order.

COUNTERTOP INCLUDED:

ALL PRE-DESIGNED ISLANDS INCLUDE A COUNTERTOP.

NOT WAREHOUSED:

ALL PRE-DESIGNED ISLANDS ARE NOT WAREHOUSED.
MODANŌ STYLE CABINETS

CABINET MATERIAL: Extruded aluminum
COUNTERTOP MATERIAL: Cast aluminum
FURNITURE COMPLEMENTS: Alexee, Amari, Aria, Cabrisa, Columbia, Drake, Echelon, Edge & Wave, Jayne, Lohuk, Morro Bay, Phoenix, Plank, Treviso

PARADISE STYLE CABINETS

CABINET MATERIAL: Cast and extruded aluminum
COUNTERTOP MATERIAL: Cast aluminum
FURNITURE COMPLEMENTS: Alexee, Bel Air, Bella Vista, Columbia, Edge & Wave, Florence, Grand Terrace, Jayne, Largo, Lotus, Michigan, Morro Bay, Phoenix, Terrace, Verona
**KAMADO GRILL ISLAND**

**FEATURES:** A one-piece cabinet with 3 separate storage areas. A slab of granite is provided to protect the cabinet finish and absorb heat from the grill.

**PHOTO:** PARADISE 57” KAMADO GRILL ISLAND
Finish: Shade cabinet with Truffle countertop

**CABINET STYLES AVAILABLE:** Modanō and Paradise

**SIZE AVAILABLE:** 57”

**DESIGN INFO:**
Cabinet: W:54  D:28.5  H:35;
Countertop: W:57  D:31.5  H:1.5; Overhang: 1.5;
Cabinet with Countertop: H:36

See page 185 for appliances accommodated.

---

**MODANŌ STYLE CONFIGURATIONS**

**PARADISE STYLE CONFIGURATIONS**
GAS GRILL ISLAND

FEATURES: A one-piece cabinet with 3 under grill storage areas. The center storage area houses the LP Tank. More storage is available with the 2 drawers on either side of the grill.

PHOTO: MODANO 57” GAS GRILL ISLAND
Finish: Carbon cabinet with Quarry Embellished countertop

CABINET STYLES AVAILABLE: Modano and Paradise

SIZES AVAILABLE: 57”, 67”

DESIGN INFO: Cabinet: W:54/64  D:28.5  H:35; Countertop: W:57/67  D:31.5  H:1.5  Overhang: 1.5; Cabinet with Countertop: H:36

See page 186 for appliances accommodated
MOBILE GAS GRILL ISLAND

FEATURES:
A one-piece cabinet with 3 under-grill storage areas and locking heavy duty caster wheels. The center storage area houses the LP Tank. More storage is available with the 2 drawers on either side of the grill.

PHOTO: MODANO 67” MOBILE GAS GRILL ISLAND Finish: Dove cabinet with Quarry Embellished countertop

CABINET STYLES AVAILABLE: Modano and Paradise

SIZE AVAILABLE: 67”

DESIGN INF: Cabinet (including handles): W:72.5 D:28.5 H:36.5; Countertop: W:67 D:31.5 H:1.5; Overhang: 1.5; Cabinet with Countertop (including caster wheels): H:37.5

See page 186 for appliances accommodated

MODANO STYLE CONFIGURATIONS

PARADISE STYLE CONFIGURATIONS
SEATING ISLAND

FEATURES: Seating on three sides and offers your choice of 3 different cabinet styles providing extensive storage for all of your kitchen dinnerware, glassware and utensils. The countertop area has ample room for all the food and place settings. It also has an umbrella hole if you choose to add shade.

PHOTO: MODANŌ 96” SEATING ISLAND
Finish: Onyx/Sapphire cabinets with Onyx countertop

AMARI BALCONY STOOLS
Finish: Onyx

CABINET STYLES AVAILABLE: Modanō and Paradise

SIZE AVAILABLE: 96”

DESIGN INFO: Cabinet: W:72 D:28.5 H:36;
Countertop: W:96 D:50 H:1.5; Overhang: front 1.5, sides 12, back 20; Cabinets with Countertop: H:36
SELECT GRILL ISLAND

FEATURES: A countertop with no seam. See configuration options on next page.

PHOTO: MODANŌ 106” SELECT GRILL ISLAND Finish: Black/Linen cabinets with Quarry Embellished countertop

CABINET STYLES AVAILABLE: Modanō and Paradise

SIZES AVAILABLE: 96”, 100”, 106”

DESIGN INFO: Cabinets: W:91/97/103 D:28.5 H:35; Countertop: W:94/100/106 D:31.5 H:1.5 Overhang: 1.5; Cabinets with Countertop: H:36

See page 185 for appliances accommodated

MODANŌ STYLE CONFIGURATIONS

PARADISE STYLE CONFIGURATIONS
GRILL & SIDE BURNER ISLAND

FEATURES: A countertop with one seam. See configuration options on next page.

PHOTO: PARADISE 124” GRILL & SIDE BURNER ISLAND Finish: Shade Cabinets with Quarry Embellished countertop.

CABINET STYLES AVAILABLE: Modanò and Paradise

SIZES AVAILABLE: 118”, 124”

DESIGN INFO: Cabinets: W:115/121, D:28.5, H:35; Countertop: W:118/124, D:31.5, H:1.5; Overhang: 1.5; Cabinets with Countertop: H:36

See page 185 for appliances accommodated.
GRILL & SMALL BEVERAGE CENTER ISLAND

CABINET STYLES AVAILABLE: Modanō and Paradise

SIZES AVAILABLE: 118”, 124”

FEATURES: A countertop with one seam. See configuration options on next page.

PHOTO: MODANŌ 118” GRILL & SMALL BEVERAGE CENTER ISLAND Finish: Onyx cabinets with Shade Embellished countertop

MODANŌ STYLE CONFIGURATIONS

Paradise Style Configurations

- Drawer Cabinet, Appliance Opening Panel and Door Cabinet
- Drawer Cabinet, Appliance Opening Panel and Door Cabinet
- Drawer Cabinet, Appliance Opening Panel and Door Cabinet
- Drawer Cabinet, Appliance Opening Panel and Door Cabinet
- Drawer Cabinet, Appliance Opening Panel and Door Cabinet
- Drawer Cabinet, Appliance Opening Panel and Door Cabinet
- Drawer Cabinet, Appliance Opening Panel and Door Cabinet

See page 185 for appliances accommodated
**GRILL & SEATING ISLAND**

**FEATURES:** A countertop with one seam and connected pedestal table with umbrella hole. The pedestal table has room for up to 6 balcony height stools. See configuration options on next page.

**PHOTO:** PARADISE 140” GRILL & SEATING ISLAND
Finish: Midnight Gold cabinets with Truffle Embellished countertop TERRACE BALCONY STOOLS Finish: Midnight Gold

**CABINET STYLES AVAILABLE:** Modanô and Paradise

**SIZES AVAILABLE:** 134”, 140”, 146”

**DESIGN INFO:**
- Cabinets: W: 72/78/84 D: 28.5 H: 35;
- Countertop: W: 134/140/146 D: 31.5/52 H: 1.5
- Overhang: 1.5;
- Cabinets with Countertop: H: 36

See page 185 for appliances accommodated

---

**MODANÔ STYLE CONFIGURATIONS**

- 18” Three Drawer Cabinet
- Choose between:
  - 30” Kamado Cabinet
  - 36” Gas/LP Grill Cabinet
  - 42” Gas/LP Grill Cabinet
- 24” Single Door Cabinet
- Connected Pedestal Table with Umbrella Hole

**PARADISE STYLE CONFIGURATIONS**

- 18” Three Drawer+Door Cabinet
- Choose between:
  - 30” Kamado Cabinet
  - 36” Gas/LP Grill Cabinet
  - 42” Gas/LP Grill Cabinet
- 24” Drawer+Door Cabinet
- Connected Pedestal Table with Umbrella Hole
GRILL & FIRE TABLE ISLAND

FEATURES: A countertop with one seam. The fire table has room for up to 6 balcony height stools. See configuration options on next page.

LOTUS BALCONY STOOLS
Finish: Medallion
Finish: Medallion cabinets with Truffle countertop

CABINET STYLES AVAILABLE: Modanô and Paradise
MODANÔ STYLE CONFIGURATIONS

PARADISE STYLE CONFIGURATIONS

Choose between:
30" Kamado Cabinet
36" Gas/LP Grill Cabinet
42" Gas/LP Grill Cabinet

Choose between:
30" Kamado Cabinet
36" Gas/LP Grill Cabinet
42" Gas/LP Grill Cabinet

Choose between:
30" Kamado Cabinet
36" Gas/LP Grill Cabinet
42" Gas/LP Grill Cabinet

Choose between:
30" Kamado Cabinet
36" Gas/LP Grill Cabinet
42" Gas/LP Grill Cabinet

Choose between:
30" Kamado Cabinet
36" Gas/LP Grill Cabinet
42" Gas/LP Grill Cabinet

Choose between:
30" Kamado Cabinet
36" Gas/LP Grill Cabinet
42" Gas/LP Grill Cabinet

Choose between:
30" Kamado Cabinet
36" Gas/LP Grill Cabinet
42" Gas/LP Grill Cabinet

Choose between:
30" Kamado Cabinet
36" Gas/LP Grill Cabinet
42" Gas/LP Grill Cabinet

Choose between:
30" Kamado Cabinet
36" Gas/LP Grill Cabinet
42" Gas/LP Grill Cabinet

Choose between:
30" Kamado Cabinet
36" Gas/LP Grill Cabinet
42" Gas/LP Grill Cabinet

Choose between:
30" Kamado Cabinet
36" Gas/LP Grill Cabinet
42" Gas/LP Grill Cabinet

Choose between:
30" Kamado Cabinet
36" Gas/LP Grill Cabinet
42" Gas/LP Grill Cabinet

Choose between:
30" Kamado Cabinet
36" Gas/LP Grill Cabinet
42" Gas/LP Grill Cabinet

Choose between:
30" Kamado Cabinet
36" Gas/LP Grill Cabinet
42" Gas/LP Grill Cabinet

Choose between:
30" Kamado Cabinet
36" Gas/LP Grill Cabinet
42" Gas/LP Grill Cabinet

Choose between:
30" Kamado Cabinet
36" Gas/LP Grill Cabinet
42" Gas/LP Grill Cabinet

Choose between:
30" Kamado Cabinet
36" Gas/LP Grill Cabinet
42" Gas/LP Grill Cabinet

Choose between:
30" Kamado Cabinet
36" Gas/LP Grill Cabinet
42" Gas/LP Grill Cabinet

Choose between:
30" Kamado Cabinet
36" Gas/LP Grill Cabinet
42" Gas/LP Grill Cabinet

Choose between:
30" Kamado Cabinet
36" Gas/LP Grill Cabinet
42" Gas/LP Grill Cabinet

Choose between:
30" Kamado Cabinet
36" Gas/LP Grill Cabinet
42" Gas/LP Grill Cabinet

Choose between:
30" Kamado Cabinet
36" Gas/LP Grill Cabinet
42" Gas/LP Grill Cabinet

Choose between:
30" Kamado Cabinet
36" Gas/LP Grill Cabinet
42" Gas/LP Grill Cabinet

Choose between:
30" Kamado Cabinet
36" Gas/LP Grill Cabinet
42" Gas/LP Grill Cabinet

Choose between:
30" Kamado Cabinet
36" Gas/LP Grill Cabinet
42" Gas/LP Grill Cabinet

See page 185 for appliances accommodated.

See page 185 for appliances accommodated.
FEATURES: A countertop with one seam. See configuration options on next page.

PHOTO: MODANō 112” GAS & KAMADO GRILL ISLAND Finish: Carbon cabinets with Truffle countertop

CABINET STYLES AVAILABLE: Modanō and Paradise

SIZES AVAILABLE: 112”, 118’

DESIGN INFO: Cabinets: W:108/114; D:28.5; H:35
Countertop: W:112/118; D:31.5; H:11.5 Overhang: 1.5; Cabinets with Countertop: H:36

See page 185 for appliances accommodated.
GRILL & SEATING CORNER ISLAND

FEATURES:
- A countertop with one seam and umbrella hole.
- Room for up to 5 balcony height stools. See configuration options on next page.

PHOTO:
PARADISE 106” X 103” GRILL & SEATING CORNER ISLAND
Finish: Desert Bronze cabinets with Desert Bronze countertop
FLORENCE SLING SWIVEL ROCKING BALCONY STOOLS Finish: Desert Bronze

CABINET STYLES AVAILABLE:
- Modanô and Paradise

SIZES AVAILABLE:
- 94” X 102”, 100” X 102”, 106” X 103”

DESIGN INFO:
- Cabinets: W:80/86/92 D:28.5 H:35
- Countertop: W:94/100/106 D:31.5/44 H:1.5 Overhang: 1.5, seating end 20, seating back 14
- Cabinets with Countertop: H:36

See page 185 for appliances accommodated

MODANÔ STYLE CONFIGURATIONS

PARADISE STYLE CONFIGURATIONS
GRILL & LARGE BEVERAGE CENTER ISLAND

FEATURES:
- A countertop with one seam.
- See configuration options on next page.

PHOTO: MODANO 114" GRILL & LARGE BEVERAGE CENTER ISLAND Finish: Mink cabinets with Truffle countertop.

CABINET STYLES AVAILABLE: Modano and Paradise

SIZE AVAILABLE: 108", 114", 120"

DESIGN INFO: Cabinets: W:104/110/116 D:28.5 H:36;
Counter: W:108/114/120 D:31.5 H:1.5 Overhang: 1.5
Cabinets with Counter: H:36

Cabinets with Countertop: H:36
Countertop: W:108/114/120 D:31.5 H:1.5 Overhang: 1.5
108", 114", 120"

Modano and Paradise Cabinet
Drawer+Door Cabinet
18" Three Drawer Cabinet
Choose between:
- 30" Kamado Cabinet
- 36" Gas/LP Grill Cabinet
- 42" Gas/LP Grill Cabinet
42" Gas/LP Grill Cabinet
36" Gas/LP Grill Cabinet
30" Kamado Cabinet
Choose between:
- 30" Kamado Cabinet
- 36" Gas/LP Grill Cabinet
- 42" Gas/LP Grill Cabinet
36" Gas/LP Grill Cabinet
30" Kamado Cabinet
Choose between:
- 30" Kamado Cabinet
- 36" Gas/LP Grill Cabinet
- 42" Gas/LP Grill Cabinet
30" Kamado Cabinet
Choose between:
- 30" Kamado Cabinet
- 36" Gas/LP Grill Cabinet
- 42" Gas/LP Grill Cabinet

PARADISE STYLE CONFIGURATIONS

Drawer Cabinet and Door Cabinet
Drawer Cabinet and Appliance Opening Panel
Drawer+Door Cabinets
Drawer+Door Cabinet and Appliance Opening Panel
Drawer Cabinet and Door Cabinet
Drawer Cabinet and Appliance Opening Panel
Drawer+Door Cabinets
Drawer+Door Cabinet and Appliance Opening Panel
Drawer+Door Cabinets
Drawer+Door Cabinet and Appliance Opening Panel

See page 185 for appliances accommodated.
Gensun has made designing your own outdoor kitchen an easy process. Follow the steps below to make your outdoor kitchen everything you want. If you need help with space planning, our website offers a space planner where you can fit your kitchen and your furniture to your outdoor space.

KITCHEN DESIGN STEPS

Determine the location and size of the area for your kitchen. Keep in mind that for best grill performance the wind direction should come from the back of a grill.

What appliances do you want in your kitchen? We offer a variety of cabinets for gas/LP and kamado grills, side burners, beverage centers and sinks. We also have appliance opening panels.

30" kamado grill cabinet accommodates these grills
- Big Green Egg up to large size
- Kamado Joe up to Classic 18"
- Other kamado grills up to 22" diameter

36" gas/LP grill cabinet accommodates these grills
- AOG: 30NB, 30NBL, 30NB
- Lion: L7500
- PGS: 527, 527T, 527

42" gas/LP grill cabinet accommodates these grills
- AOG: MB2, 30NB, 30NBL, 30NB
- Lion: L7500
- Fire Magic: 6701, 6701

18" side burner/small beverage center cabinet accommodates these appliances
- AOG Single Burner: 3283
- Bull Single Burners: 60088, 60099
- Fire Magic Single Burners: 32794-1, 3279-1, 3280
- PGS: Double Burner, Small Beverage Center
- PGS: S27, S27R, S27T

50" side burner cabinet accommodates these appliances
- Bull Double Burners: 60088, 60099
- Fire Magic Double Burners: 32815, 32815H, 32817, 3281, 3281
- Saber Dual Burners: K00SB1814, K00SB1814

32" large beverage center cabinet accommodates these appliances
- Bull 30" Bar Cabinet
- Lion 30" Bar Center

24" appliance opening panel
Provides a finished back to the kitchen and accommodates appliances such as refrigerators and ice makers up to: W:23.75" D:26.5" H:34.5"

What storage cabinets do you want in your kitchen? Cabinets come in door, drawer, and drawer + door configurations and in many widths. There are corner cabinets if you want your kitchen to be an L or U in design.

Want seating? We have pedestal table seating and a fire table that accommodate up to 6 balcony height stools.

After you have determined your cabinets you will need to order two more components:

1. The appropriate fascia panel to fit on the front of the cabinet(s) around the front of your gas grill, side burner or small beverage center. Kamado grills, large beverage centers accommodated. Drop-in side burners and sinks do not require fascia panels.

2. An end cabinet side panel to give the cabinets at each end of your kitchen a finished look.

What finish do you want on your cabinets and fascia panels? We offer 21 finishes for you to choose from.

The countertop is up to you. We could never offer the vast choices that are available in the market. There are many suppliers of granite, marble, quartz, and other good products that can be used for your countertop. Please select a qualified company that will make and install your countertop to meet outdoor standards.

Appliances and LP tank sold separately.

Not warehoused. All cabinets and panels are not warehoused.
MODULAR CABINETS

18" SIDE BURNER/SMALL BEVERAGE CENTER CABINET
MODANO: 95SBAL18 | PARADISE: 93SBAL18
W:18  D:28.5  H:35

FASCIA PANELS
MODANO: AOG and Fire Magic slide-ins 95FPFM04, AOG, Bull, Fire Magic and Lion drop-ins 95FLU18, PGS 95FPPG18, Saber 95FP5A18
PARADISE: AOG and Fire Magic slide-ins 90FPFM04, AOG, Bull, Fire Magic and Lion drop-ins 90FLU18, PGS 90FPPG18, Saber 90FP5A18
See page 212 for appliances accommodated

30" SIDE BURNER CABINET
MODANO: 95DBAL30 | PARADISE: 92DBAL30
W:30  D:28.5  H:35
Opening Dimensions: W:26.5  D:24  H:10.5

FASCIA PANEL
MODANO: Bull and Lion 95FLU30
PARADISE: Bull and Lion 90FLU30
See page 212 for appliances accommodated

32" LARGE BEVERAGE CENTER CABINET
MODANO: 95BCLI32 | PARADISE: 92BCLI32
W:32  D:28.5  H:35
Opening Dimensions: W:28.75  D:24  H:8
See page 212 for appliances accommodated

6" UMBRELLA CABINET
MODANO: 95CBUB06 | PARADISE: 92CBUB06
W:6  D:28.5  H:35
Accommodates up to 2" Umbrella Poles

30" SINK CABINET
MODANO: 95SK0030 | PARADISE: 92SK0030
W:30  D:28.5  H:35
Opening Dimensions: W:26.5  D:24  H:10.5
Includes hole cutout in back for plumbing

48" FIRE TABLE CABINET
MODANO: 9567GBN2 | PARADISE: 9268GBN2
W:48  D:28.5  H:35
See fire table accessories page for fire media. Fire media sold separately.

6" UMBRELLA CABINET
MODANO: 95CBUB06 | PARADISE: 92CBUB06
W:6  D:28.5  H:35
Accommodates up to 2" Umbrella Poles
18" SINGLE DOOR CABINET
MODANO: 95CBSD18 | PARADISE: 93CBSD18
W:18  D:28.5  H:35

18" THREE DRAWER CABINET
MODANO: 95CBDR18 | PARADISE: 92CBDR18
W:18  D:28.5  H:35

24" SINGLE DOOR CABINET
MODANO: 95CBSD24 | PARADISE: 93CBSD24
W:24  D:28.5  H:35

24" THREE DRAWER CABINET
MODANO: 95CBDR24 | PARADISE: 92CBDR24
W:24  D:28.5  H:35

24" DRAWER + DOOR CABINET
MODANO: 95CB2D24
W:24  D:28.5  H:35

18" DRAWER + DOOR CABINET
MODANO: 95CB2D18
W:18  D:28.5  H:35

32" CORNER CABINET
MODANO: 95CBCC32 | PARADISE: 90CBCC32
W:32.5  D:32.5  H:35
Cabinet features double doors on the back right side.
MODULAR CABINETS

30” DOUBLE DOOR CABINET
MODANO: 95CBDD30 | PARADISE: 92CBDD30
W: 30  D: 28.5  H: 35

36” DOUBLE DOOR CABINET
MODANO: 95CBDD36 | PARADISE: 92CBDD36
W: 36  D: 28.5  H: 35

48” DOUBLE DOOR CABINET
MODANO: 95CBDD48 | PARADISE: 92CBDD48
W: 48  D: 28.5  H: 35

Appliance opening panels are used to create an opening for an appliance (refrigerator, ice maker, etc.). They attach to the frame in between two modular cabinets.

MODULAR PANELS

18” OPENING PANEL
MODANO: 95CBCS18 | PARADISE: 90CBCS18
W: 18  D: 4.5 (Paradise), 5 (Modanō)  H: 35

21” OPENING PANEL
MODANO: 95CBCS21 | PARADISE: 90CBCS21
W: 21  D: 4.5 (Paradise), 5 (Modanō)  H: 35

24” OPENING PANEL
MODANO: 95CBCS24 | PARADISE: 90CBCS24
W: 24  D: 4.5 (Paradise), 5 (Modanō)  H: 35

Appliance opening panels are used to create an opening for an appliance (refrigerator, ice maker, etc.). They attach to the frame in between two modular cabinets.

18” OPENING PANEL
MODANO: 95CBCS18 | PARADISE: 90CBCS18
W: 18  D: 4.5 (Paradise), 5 (Modanō)  H: 35

21” OPENING PANEL
MODANO: 95CBCS21 | PARADISE: 90CBCS21
W: 21  D: 4.5 (Paradise), 5 (Modanō)  H: 35

24” OPENING PANEL
MODANO: 95CBCS24 | PARADISE: 90CBCS24
W: 24  D: 4.5 (Paradise), 5 (Modanō)  H: 35

Appliance opening panels are used to create an opening for an appliance (refrigerator, ice maker, etc.). They attach to the frame in between two modular cabinets.

END CABINET SIDE PANEL
MODANO: 95CBCESP | PARADISE: 90CBCESP
W: 27  D: 0.75  H: 31

Side panels attach to the side of the two cabinets at the ends of the outdoor kitchen configuration providing a decorative and finished design.
DESIGN ADDITIONS

Pet Beds, Pillows, Seatables, Privacy Screens, Twists, Backless Swivel Stools and Umbrellas can add that extra pop of color or function when designing your outdoor space.
PHOTOS CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: BEL AIR WOVEN HIGH BACK SWIVEL ROCKING LOUNGE CHAIRS Finish: Shade; Woven: Ash; Pillows: Solid Crimson 5451 MERIDIAN 40” X 56” RECT. CASUAL HEIGHT FIRE TABLE Finish: Onyx with Quarry Embellished top; GRAND TERRACE SEATABLES Finish: Shade; 4-PANEL SCREEN Finish: Black; Fabric: Fetch UTR Bone* (front and back)

BACKLESS SWIVEL BAR STOOLS & GRAND TERRACE 48” ROUND BAR TABLE WITH REGAL BASE Finish: Vintage

BACKLESS SWIVEL BAR STOOL Finish: Vintage; Fabric: Heritage Garnet*

PET BEDS SMALL Fabric (front bed): Fetch Bone 14061-001 sides, Piazza Dove 305423-0007 bed, Canvas Black 5408-0000 welt; Fabric (back bed): Soulmate Charcoal 5839 sides and bed, Solid Black 5405 welt; TREVISO LOUNGE CHAIR Finish: Mink; Woven: Graphite; Fabric: Solid Black 5405, Soulmate Charcoal 5839 TALIA 22” SQUARE END TABLE (16” H) Finish: Mink with Truffle Embellished top

*Fabrics no longer supported
PHOTOS CLOCKWISE FROM TOP
L.H.P.: TREVISO CHAISE LOUNGES
Finish: Mink; Woven: Graphite; Fabric: Spectrum Mushroom 48031-0000; Pillows: Aria Powder Blue 51598/8, Spectrum Indigo 48080-0000 MEERDIAN 24" ROUND UMBRELLA END TABLES
Finish: Mink 9' UMBRELLAS Finish: Black; Fabric: Spectrum Mushroom 48031-0000
GRAND TERRACE WOVEN HIGH BACK SWIVEL ROCKING LOUNGE CHAIR Finish: Vintage; Woven: Mahogany; Pillow: Fetch Bone 145414-0001 with Canvas Black 5408-0000 welt 3-PANEL SCREEN Finish: Black; Fabric: Solid Crimson 5451
FLORENCE SWIVEL ROCKING LOUNGE CHAIRS, LOVESEAT & OTTOMAN Finish: Desert Bronze; Fabric: Cast Ash 40426-0000; Pic Stitch Pillows: Triumph Mist*; Color Blocks Pillow: Cast Ash 40426-0000; Triumph Mist*; RECLAIMED WOOD TABLES Finish: Desert Bronze REGAL 58" X 58" RECT. CASUAL HEIGHT FIRE TABLE Finish: Onyx with Desert Bronze top
* Fabric no longer supported

6' GEN SUN TWIST WITH 72" FABRIC HEIGHT Finish: Black; Fabric: Heritage Leaf 18011-0000 PHOENIX PADDED SLING LOUNGE CHAIR Finish: Medallion; Fabric: Heritage Leaf 18011-0000, Double Stripe Pillow: Heritage Moss 18012-0000 with Heritage Denim 18010-0000 & Heritage Leaf 18011-0000 stripes CHANNEL SEATABLE Finish: Medallion

24" SQUARE PILLOWS Fabric (top to bottom): Home 700/15, Premier Cornsilk*, Canvas Heather Beige 5416-0000, Canvas Spa 5413-0000

* Fabric no longer supported
PET BEDS

STANDARD PILLOWS

16" SQUARE PILLOW: GCTP1818
20" SQUARE PILLOW: GCTP2020
24" SQUARE PILLOW: GCTP2424
20" X 12" LUMBAR PILLOW: GCKD2012
24" X 12" LUMBAR PILLOW: GCKD2412
22" X 8" BOLSTER PILLOW: GCBL2208

All pillows include Dry-Luxe liners and zippers. Square and lumbar pillows: Choose up to two fabrics, one for the front and one for the back. Have a knife edge. Can add Welt, twisted cord or fringe to all of the standard pillows above. To order twisted cord or fringe, see actual fabric samples or call Gensun customer service.

PET BEDS

PET BED SMALL
GPETBEDX
26 X 21

PET BED MEDIUM
GPETBEDM
36 X 36

PET BED LARGE
GPETBEDL
42 X 32

PET BED EXTRA LARGE
GPETBEDXL
52 X 39

PET PILLOWS

DETAILS:

Different fabric selection available for bed, sides and welt.

INCLUDE:

All pet beds include Dry-Luxe liners and zippers.

MACHINE WASHABLE:

Only outer fabric casing is machine washable. First unzip and remove all fill. Close all zippers, then wash in cold water on the delicate cycle with mild soap. Air dry only.

Gensun is a proud supporter of the Humane Society of the United States.

PILLOWS

PILLOW DESIGNS

A. COLOR BLOCKS: Choose two fabrics
18" SQUARE PILLOW: GCTP1818CB
20" SQUARE PILLOW: GCTP2020CB
20" X 12" LUMBAR PILLOW: GCKD2012CB
24" X 12" LUMBAR PILLOW: GCKD2412CB

B. DOUBLE STRIPE: Left to Right: Fabric A-B-C-A
18" SQUARE PILLOW: GCTP1818DS
20" SQUARE PILLOW: GCTP2020DS
20" X 12" LUMBAR PILLOW: GCKD2012DS
24" X 12" LUMBAR PILLOW: GCKD2412DS

C. TRIANGLE PLAY: Choose one fabric
18" SQUARE PILLOW: GCTP1818TP
20" SQUARE PILLOW: GCTP2020TP
24" SQUARE PILLOW: GCTP2424TP

18" SQUARE PILLOW: GCTP1818FL
20" SQUARE PILLOW: GCTP2020FL
20" X 12" LUMBAR PILLOW: GCKD2012FL
24" X 12" LUMBAR PILLOW: GCKD2412FL

E. PIC STITCH: Choose one fabric
18" SQUARE PILLOW: GCTP1818PS
20" SQUARE PILLOW: GCTP2020PS
20" X 12" LUMBAR PILLOW: GCKD2012PS
24" X 12" LUMBAR PILLOW: GCKD2412PS

All pillows include Dry-Luxe liners and zippers and have a knife edge. Fringe, cord, and welt can only be added to the six standard pillows.
SEATABLES & BACKLESS SWIVEL STOOLS

**CHANNEL SEATABLE**
- Finish: Onyx
- Frame: ACCES046
- Cushion: GCCTBLST
- W:17.5 D:17.5 H:24 SH:24

**GRAND TERRACE SEATABLE**
- Finish: Onyx
- Frame: ACCES047
- Cushion: GCCTBLST
- W:17.5 D:17.5 H:28.5 SH:28.5

**REGAL SEATABLE**
- Finish: Midnight Gold
- Frame: ACCES047
- Cushion: GCCTBLST
- W:17.5 D:17.5 H:28.5 SH:28.5

**VINTAGE#90**
- Finish: Desert Bronze #15, Midnight Gold #60, Shade #92, Vintage #90

**BACKLESS SWIVEL BALCONY STOOL**
- Finish: Onyx
- Frame: ACCES004
- Cushion: GCCTBLST
- W:17.5 D:17.5 H:24 SH:24

**BACKLESS SWIVEL BAR STOOL**
- Finish: Onyx
- Frame: ACCES005
- Cushion: GCCTBLST
- W:17.5 D:17.5 H:28.5 SH:28.5

**CUSHIONS: Optional**

**WAREHOUSED IN**
- Midnight Gold #60
- Vintage #90

PRIVACY SCREENS & TWISTS

**3-PANEL SCREEN**
- Finish: Onyx
- Frame: ACCES039
- W:55 D:15 H:80

**4-PANEL SCREEN**
- Finish: Onyx
- Frame: ACCES040
- W:73.5 D:15 H:80

**3-PANEL SCREEN**
- Finish: Onyx
- Frame: ACCES039
- W:55 D:15 H:80

**4-PANEL SCREEN**
- Finish: Onyx
- Frame: ACCES040
- W:73.5 D:15 H:80

One to two fabrics can be used. For one fabric screens, pick a fabric that looks good on both sides.

**3-PANEL SCREEN**
- One to two fabrics can be used. For one fabric screens, pick a fabric that looks good on both sides.

**4-PANEL SCREEN**
- One to two fabrics can be used. For one fabric screens, pick a fabric that looks good on both sides.

**Not Warehoused**

**Gensun Twists**

- Include fabric, two hanger poles with two wall brackets, two finials, one 36” chain and hardware.
- One to two fabrics can be used. For one fabric twists, pick a fabric that looks good on both sides.

**Not Warehoused**

- Gensun Twists with 72” Fabric Height: ACCETW4A
- 90” Fabric Height: ACCETW4B
- W:48 D:2 H:72/96

- Gensun Twists with 72” Fabric Height: ACCETW6A
- 90” Fabric Height: ACCETW6B
- W:72 D:2 H:72/96

- Gensun Twists with 72” Fabric Height: ACCETW8A
- 90” Fabric Height: ACCETW8B
- W:96 D:2 H:72/96

Gensun Twists include fabric, two hanger poles with two wall brackets, two finials, one 36” chain and hardware. One to two fabrics can be used. For one fabric twists, pick a fabric that looks good on both sides.

Not Warehoused
CUSHIONS

DETAILS: Gensun Luxe Cushions are custom made, tailored to our furniture designs, and offer incredible comfort. We use the best fill available and only quality made fabrics. For those customers who want the benefit of quick dry, Gensun manufactures a Dry-Luxe Cushion which adds a water repellent protective liner around the fill. Comfort isn’t affected and any fabric can be used with Gensun’s Dry-Luxe Cushions. “RAIN” Luxe Cushions which use Sunbrella “RAIN” fabrics are also available. No corners are cut when it comes to ensuring your time to relax.

INCLUDE: All cushions include a zipper, have ties, snaps or velcro straps (if needed), are reversible except ottomans, backless swivel bar and balcony stools. Drake stools, Grand Terrace backless bench, Plank bench and stools, Treviso seat cushions and RAIN cushions.

UMBRELLAS

GRAND TERRACE UMBRELLA BASE WAREHOUSED IN
- DESERT BRONZE #15
- MIDNIGHT GOLD #60
- SHADE #92
- VINTAGE #90

POLES WAREHOUSED IN
- BLACK #37

*Sun Beam, Meridian and XL Series umbrella bases are not warehoused.
Finishes are shown as accurately as possible.
To order, see actual frame finish samples or call Gensun customer service.

Gensun offers 6 scratch resistant embellished finishes that are available on Madrid II, Meridian and Paradise tops, countertops, Fusion and Talia table tops. They are hand painted and will have some variations in color and texture.

BLACK EMBELLISHED | 50
CARAMEL EMBELLISHED | 56
MINK EMBELLISHED | 54
QUARRY EMBELLISHED | 40
SHADE EMBELLISHED | 53
TRUFFLE EMBELLISHED | 57

Gensun offers 3 stone impression finishes that are available on Madrid II, Meridian and Paradise tops, countertops, Fusion and Talia table tops. These finishes make solid aluminum look like real stone. They are hand painted and will have some variations in color and texture.

CARAMEL | 94
COCOA BEAN | 96
TRUFFLE | 98

Finishes are shown as accurately as possible.
To order, see actual frame finish samples or call Gensun customer service.
WOVENS

BEL AIR, FLORENCE, GRAND TERRACE & MICHIGAN OPTIONS

- **MAHOGANY | W10**
- **CHESTNUT | W11**
- **MAPLE | W15**
- **ASH | W12**
- **BEECH | W09**
- **BIRCH | W14**
- **ZEBRAWOOD | W13**

ALEXXE OPTIONS

- **MAHOGANY II | W20**
- **CHESTNUT II | W21**
- **MAPLE II | W25**
- **ASH III | W22**
- **BIRCH II | W24**

AMARI, DRAKE & TREviso OPTIONS

- **MIST | W16**
- **TERRA | W18**
- **ECLIPSE | W17**
- **COAL | W26**
- **GRAPHITE | W19**

Woven colors are shown as accurately as possible. To order, see actual woven samples or call Gensun customer service.

FABRICS

Fabric colors are shown as accurately as possible. To order, see actual fabric samples or call Gensun customer service.

UPHOLSTERED FABRICS SUPPORTED

Sunbrella Elements, Sunbrella Balance, Sunbrella Fusion, Outdura Ovation 3, Outdura Ovation 4, Tempotest Bel Mondo, Tempotest Solids, Tempotest Strutture Plus

Please refer to the “Sunbrella Discontinues 2021.pdf” for fabrics no longer available from the Elements book.

SLING FABRICS SUPPORTED

The Gensun Sling Ring is a select offering of PhiferTex® and Sunbrella sling fabrics

STRAP FABRICS SUPPORTED

For Phoenix Strap and Jayne. Strap fabrics are by Sunbrella®.
Gensun products are manufactured to give many years of enjoyment. In an effort to help you enjoy the furniture, kitchen and accessories over the years we highly recommend a regular schedule of care and maintenance. Failure to follow these guidelines can void the warranty.

Many fine products to care for the various materials of your furniture are available at your local casual and outdoor furniture dealer or hardware stores. A regular schedule should consist of cleaning the furniture, kitchen cabinets, fabrics, woven materials and other product materials at least twice a year but can vary due to usage, exposure and weather conditions. Gensun recommends a mild dish soap and warm water for best cleaning results on the metal frames, fabrics and woven material. Cleaning before storage is highly recommended so that any dirt or pollutants will not cause damage during storage. Difficult or stubborn stains on acrylic fabrics can be cleaned with more aggressive solutions – visit the fabric manufacturer websites for more information. Cleaning more often will not harm the high-quality materials used. A premium clear car wax should be applied after every cleaning. A premium clear car wax should be applied after every cleaning.

PLEASE NOTE
• The hardware on swivel rockers, swivel rocking lounge & balcony chairs, and swivel bar & balcony stools should be regularly checked to make sure it is tight. Every 6 months or more often depending upon use.
• Weather, especially wind, can damage outdoor furniture. Care should be taken to protect outdoor products in windy conditions. It is always recommended to close umbrellas and privacy screens when not in use. It is also recommended to remove umbrellas from tables and lay umbrellas and privacy screens flat during windy conditions.
• All products should be covered if regularly exposed to the sun and weather conditions.
• Insect repellent (DEET), suntan lotions and harsh cleaners can be harmful to your furniture finish, fabrics and woven material. DO NOT allow any of these products to come in contact with the product as they can cause stains which are not covered under warranty. Gensun approves a mild dish soap and water mixture or 303 Patio Furniture products available Gensun will substitute product of equal value in a similar style and/or finish. Other cleaners can void the warranty.
• Extension table slides should be cleaned regularly. Lubricant can also be applied to help the table easily slide.
• Adjustable glides on chairs, table legs, fire tables, etc. are for residential use only. Take special care that these glides are not adjusted to more than 3/16 inch or 0.5 cm of exposed threads as this can cause damage to the glide or leg. Regularly check the glides as they can unscrew when moving products. In commercial use these glides should be tightened at all times. Periodic checks should be performed to confirm that the glides are tight or within the guidelines listed above. The adjustable glides on kitchen cabinet legs should not be adjusted to more than 1 inch or 2.5 cm of exposed thread.
• Cushions are manufactured using premium outdoor materials. These materials can absorb water and will not be damaged if they get wet for a time. However, cushions should not remain wet over a prolonged time as mold or mildew can occur. Protecting cushions from the elements using covers is recommended. If cushions do get wet, open zippers and turn cushion so the zipper is facing down. This will allow moisture to properly drain and protect the cushion from mold, mildew and potential shrinking.
• Gas fire tables and appliances should be operated with extreme care – especially when lighting the burners. DO NOT light the fire table burner in the high gas setting. Only light the fire table in the low gas setting. Place a lit match on the fire media before turning the gas on. See the appliance instruction manuals for details on proper operation, care and maintenance. DO NOT put the burner cover on until the fire media has cooled as the paint can discolor.

Please make sure that any water that may have accumulated in the tubular extrusions is drained prior to exposure of freezing conditions. Failure to do so can cause water to freeze inside and on materials causing severe damage, tubing to burst, that is not covered under warranty. Furniture should always be stored in a dry area and upright position.

LIMITED RESIDENTIAL WARRANTY

PRODUCT COVERAGE
Gensun warrants to the original purchaser that the products are free from defects in material and workmanship with normal use and regular maintenance. Warranty is to the original owner and starts at date of purchase. Proper care & maintenance must be performed.

• Kitchen cabinets, fire table bases, cast aluminum fire table tops, cast aluminum table tops and kitchen countertops have a (15) year structural warranty.
• Furniture, extruded aluminum tables and fire table tops, table bases and other furniture accessories have a (1) year warranty.
• Luxe cushions & slings have a (1) year warranty on the construction and fill materials.
• Own-Luxe cushions and pillows have a (2) year warranty on the construction and fill materials.
• The paint finish has a (5) year warranty against peeling and blistering.
• Fabrics have a (2) year warranty on material and manufacturing defects.
• Product component parts – burners, hinges, slides, door handles, umbrella frames, glides, hardware, wind screens, covers, wheels, etc. have a (2) year warranty on material and manufacturing defects.
• Woven and strap materials have a (2) year warranty on material and manufacturing defects.

WHAT IS NOT COVERED
This limited warranty does not cover normal fading of the finish, fabric or woven materials. The warranty does not cover shipping damage, damage due to acts of nature, misuse, abuse, stains, hard-water deposits, product variations up to 0.2 inch, normal wear and tear, consequential and incidental damages. C.O.M. fabrics, normal cushion and sling sag due to use, commercial or institutional use, repainted, altered or refinished products, over-lightening hardware and damage due to a lack of regular care and maintenance.

CLAIM PROCEDURE
The warranty claim must be made by the original purchaser through the authorized retailer of record. The product or picture must be provided, if requested, to Gensun or its’ authorized representative. Proof of purchase and where goods authorization are necessary.

Send correspondence to:
Gensun Customer Service Department
44598 8th Street, Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730
Phone: 909-989-9977
Toll Free: 866-946-4668
customerservice@gensuncasual.com
LIMITED COMMERCIAL WARRANTY

PRODUCT COVERAGE
Gensun warrants to the original purchaser that the products are free from defects in material and workmanship. The product frame and structural components, excluding Knock Down (KD) seating products, warranty lasts for a period of (5) years from the date of original purchase. The product powder coat finish warranty lasts for a period of (2) years from the date of original purchase. The fabrics, cushion-fill materials, glass fire table tops, woven material, fire table burner components, accessories, and parts warranty last for a period of (1) year from the date of original purchase. All appliances are warranted by the respective manufacturer.

COVERAGE DETAILS
If the product frame or structure fails, excluding Knock Down (KD) seating products or if the finish peels or blisters Gensun will, at its' option, repair or replace the frame or part in original style and finish whenever possible. However, if original style or finish is no longer available, Gensun will substitute a product of equal value in similar style and/or finish.

WHAT IS NOT COVERED
This limited warranty does not cover finish fading due to extensive exposure to outdoor elements. The warranty does not cover shipping damage and damage from improper handling, misuse, abuse, acts of nature, normal wear and tear, fading of materials, pitting or chipping, harsh cleaning solutions, sun screen and tanning lotions, freezing, mildew/mold, staining, corrosion, chair and table glide wear, fabric/woven material stretching, consequential and incidental damages, normal cushion sag, C.O.M. fabrics, repaired, altered or refinished products and over tightening hardware. Table/cabinet-top and frame variations up to 0.2 inch are not covered. Damage due to a lack of responsible care and maintenance for the product (especially at indoor pools, seaside use or extreme temperatures) is not covered. Gensun is not liable for freight/shipping costs of returned or replaced product.

*Please note that chair and table glides should be kept firmly tightened. The adjustability function is only for residential use.

CLAIM PROCEDURE
The warranty claim must be made by the original purchaser through the authorized selling agent. The product or pictures must be provided, if requested, to Gensun or its' authorized representative. Proof of purchase and return goods authorization are necessary.

CARE & MAINTENANCE
Please refer to the Care & Maintenance information for proper guidelines regarding all Gensun products. Failure to follow these guidelines can void the warranty. Gensun is not responsible for any other costs; consequential or incidental damages resulting from any defect in the product. This warranty gives you specific legal rights and you may also have other legal rights granted by your state of residence.

Send correspondence to:
Gensun Customer Service Department
9449 8th Street, Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730
Phone: 909-989-9977
Toll Free: 866-964-4468
customerservice@gensuncasual.com
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